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DRESSING UP WAIVER : A STOCHASTIC COLLOCATIONAL READING OF ‘THE
TRUTH AND RECONCILIATION COMMISSION (TRC)’
Bill Louw
(Senior Lecturer in Modern English Language
University of Zimbabwe)

ABSTRACT
Large language corpora such as the Bank of English (BOE) demonstrably render
redundant the objectives of Markov’s (1913) theory of stochastic processes
and chains. However, there is growing evidence that this theory may now be
recast successfully as the procedural basis for data-driven, forensic
reading. The procedure involves the extraction from a large natural language
corpus of collocation profiles for each successive chained two word sequence
as these appear in an authentic piece of written text, or target text under
investigation (see title above). The procedure works best where the text is
presented as a chained event, whose steps are purportedly determined by
logical implicature. These successive collocational profiles will, between
them, create a form of ‘narrative’ in terms of which the ‘chained events’ in
the target text will either be perceived to march in step (stochastic
concomitance) with the same repeatable events recoverable in the Bank of
English at each successive point of choice, or they will, instead, present a
mismatch in relation to the outcomes ‘expected’ by the corpus, but often
blind to human intuition (stochastic dissonance). Stochastic dissonance
results when the author(s) of the target text knowingly insert a
tendentious, spurious and illegitimate event-component, in place of a
legitimate one. Where this occurs, the interloper event-component will be
unsupported by the consensus of virtual authorial expectation within the
corpus as a whole. Fraudulent events are only fully detectable by means of a
stochastic collocational (SC) reading. Such mismatches reveal events which
have been thwarted for some discernible motive, such as the creation of an
ideology (manufactured consent). This is especially the case where the SC
reading reveals suasive-evaluative phenomena such as concealed semantic
prosodies and/or the deliberate and planned ‘padding’, of the corpus with
fake collocates. Such padding is accomplished by stealth through excessive
press publicity of a spurious phenomenon, with the intention of creating for
it the status of a fixed expression, and in the knowledge, also, that
advanced corpora are created by means of the daily automatic capture of
entire newspapers as part of corpus development. The detection of such
collocative fraud ought, in future, to form part of the on-line task of
monitor corpora. The concerns expressed in this monograph are intended to
improve the justice delivery system internationally by encouraging the
development of ‘endogenous’ forensic linguistics, i.e. forensic linguistics
directed against the legal profession and even the courts themselves. Such
research ought also to foster the launching of class actions where these are
appropriate in order to rectify the damage caused to large numbers of
citizens through the actions of fake institutions ‘invented’ by the First
World for the Third World to ‘live’ out.
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If they could be cruel enough to cow the natives down with brutal
force and install themselves as perpetual rulers in a foreign land,
then anything else they do to the same black people becomes logical in
terms of the initial cruelty. To expect justice from them at any stage
is to be naive.” (Emphasis added) Steve Biko (1946-77)(I Write What I
Like, 1978, Oxford: Heinemann)

1.

INTRODUCTION

Almost fifty years ago, Colin Cherry, commenting upon the painstaking work
of A.A. Markov (1913), who had established the theory of stochastic
processes, wrote the following:
...The limitation is not the mere labour of letter counting; it is the
fact that there are not enough books. The data gathered would not be
statistical; they would be Shakespeare’s actual lines and verses, for
each sequence would occur only once... (emphasis added) (Cherry,
1957:39)
These lines sound altogether less desperate as they are read with the
benefit of hindsight in 2003. Cherry’s remarks are of greater interest to
scholars since the advent of corpus linguistics and its advancement on a
scale which could not have been predicted in 1957. Cherry’s words are also
indicative of a number of problems in corpus linguistics (to be addressed in
this paper), which remain largely unsolved even today, when the Bank of
English (BOE), probably the largest natural language corpus in the world,
has reached a total of almost half a billion words of running text. Today,
Cherry’s complaint that ‘there are not enough books’ is easily silenced. The
BOE would be the equivalent in ‘book’ terms of around 7,000 volumes and the
‘labour of letter counting’ is effortlessly assumed by modern computers.
However, the fact that, in the fifties, Cherry and others were still looking
to possess all of Shakespeare’s works in a machine-readable form, is worthy
of comment as it bears upon computational linguistics today.
A problem has arisen out of the growing distinction between professional and
lay understandings of the nature of a corpus. Those, and there are many, who
wish to obfuscate the true value and power of corpora, would like everyone
to believe that the ability to hold all of an author’s work in a machinereadable form, somehow constitutes a ‘corpus’. This is untrue. If anything,
such collections are little more than electronic filing cabinets. The same
argument applies to corpora which individuals announce, all too frequently
at conferences, to be corpora which they have ‘created’ or made. Again, such
collections are no more than filing cabinets, which carry with them the
comfort for their owners of knowing that no surprises are likely to be found
in them. They are what might be called ‘minnows in - minnows out’ filing
cabinets, masquerading as corpora in order to sound fashionable and state of
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the art, whilst simultaneously silencing demands for a genuine corpus. Both
Cherry and Markov before him yearned for something better: a language corpus
so large that the statistical findings concerning stochastic processes would
surprise the investigator rather than merely constitute the collected texts
of a single author.
In other words, a corpus, in the true sense of the term, would act both
unpredictably, and as a rival to human intuition. It would be like
possessing an extra mind: one which can not only see things that our own
minds have missed, but also be capable of revealing linguistic phenomena
which have long been latent in our intuitive blind-spots and in those of all
human beings throughout recorded history. Such material may well have
escaped the conscious ratiocinative processes of human beings for hundreds
or even thousands of years. By contrast with ‘minnows-in, minnows-out
corpora’, the use of a large corpus to assist us in augmenting the
traditional act of reading a text, would be a powerful and unpredictable
tool. It is this heuristic property of such corpora to which I shall be
referring in the course of this paper.
1.1

Instrumentation

Up to the present day in linguistic inquiry, we have been taught to rely
upon our intuition in order to discover meaning. As a result of research
into corpora, we now find that our intuition has missed a great deal of
insight into language over a long period of time, even though we have
developed a large body of rudimentary analytical tools at all ‘levels of
language’. The tools we have developed are often themselves products of our
intuition: their status, before 1985 (see below), is effectively that of
analogue instrumentation for the study and analysis of language. In fact,
there is a sense in which all analysis produced in the history of
linguistics up to the advent of large language corpora falls into this
category. The continuing work, some of it talented and well meaning, in
support of intuitively derived language theories (such as Systemic
Functional
Linguistics)
also
falls
into
the
category
of
analogue
instrumentation. It does so for the reason that it is demonstrably hobbled
and will finally be end-stopped because of inevitable failures of human
intuition, upon which its theory rests. This is especially the case where
its proponents purport to treat delexical (especially phraseological) forms
in the same way as they would fully lexicalised forms. A brief example may
suffice to demonstrate this.
It is common cause that during meetings and negotiations the parties
involved are not only apt to, but expected to attempt to deceive one
another, as part of what might be termed the ideology of the boardroom. A
common method of such deception is the concealment of facts or even the
fraudulent non-disclosure of them. Yet, when such deception is detected, it
is very rare for the meeting in which such revelations occur to dissolve in
uproar because of perceived dishonesty. A form of ideology is used to mask
the disagreement. At the level of exponency it may take the following form:
the party that has been caught witholding information, immediately declares
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him/herself to be happy to provide, table, or enter the missing material
into evidence, as the following excerpts of a concordance from the Sizewell
Corpus prove. Notice that the form is not simply happy, but is
phraseological and delexical in ways which force the expansion of the
meaning of that term.
regard as
22 some other way we shall, of

course, be happy to comply.

166.

Sir,

23 l in which the Department of Energy are happy to confirm that the position is a
24 nough to deal with that aspect? A. I am happy to confirm the broad facts, namel
25

peak and off-peak consumption? A. I am happy to confirm for you that the suppl

26 ents as a matter of urgency. I shall be happy to discuss the matter with you on
27 d for

what purpose.

28 ist of the problem?

The TCPA would be happy to discuss with you a way

29 If Mrs. Armstrong wishes,

Th

I will be happy to discuss any particular case sh

30 want you to go to Appendix 44.
31 ssil fuel

in whi

A. Yes, I would be happy to discuss it on that basis.

A. I am happy to do so.

61.

MR. TA

prices, and they were not happy to do that, so we did what

32 ble to assist you with, sir, I will be
49 blem in the US.

happy to do so.

we

167.

Again, I would be very happy to make that available to the Boa

50 gain, this is something I would be very happy to make available to you on Ameri
51

_____________

52 y document, sir, but

would be happy to move on, but if there are non-

would be quite happy to obtain a copy of this for Rev.

54 izewell is the best site? A. I am quite happy to proceed on that basis in relat
55 that is why I said initially
56 o not have them to hand.
57 Thank you, Mr. Baker.
58

Table 11.

We

Q. Than

A. Certainly, we will be happy to provide it.
be very happy to provide it.

66.

Q. The oth

The decision to e

have told Mr. Sweet that we are happy to provide that material to

61 eady in

63 the total
MR. BARRATT:

him

evidence, we would be happy to put it into evidence.

62 is not already in evidence, we would be happy to put it

67

478.

I would be quite happy to provide you with my calculatio

59 inding the Department would
60 y.

we are happy to provide the factual informatio
I shall be happy to provide them.

was 24%.

into evidence.

Sir, I shall be happy to put that in evidence.

Sir, I am happy to say I have copies

It
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of all t

However, instrumentation which is capable of showing up flaws in our
intuition about language has become available only fairly recently and is,
even now, frankly unwelcome within the domain of many traditional forms of
inquiry, especially those (like linguistics, literary criticism or law) with
long
traditions
and
entrenched
ideologies.
This
latter
digital
instrumentation was effectively brought about by John Sinclair in 1985, with
the provision, on microfiche, of full concordances for the use of
lexicographers at COBUILD. This led to the publication of the first
computer-concordanced dictionary, using a corpus of around 21 million
running words: The Cobuild English Language Dictionary, published by William
Collins and Sons of Glasgow.
Sinclair continued to produce many
improvements of the technology and these were used in the production of the
second edition of the dictionary, especially in the area of collocation.
Further refinements continue to surface as his research advances. Sinclair
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(personal communication) is currently in the process of writing up, in
greater detail than was possible at the time, his earliest research in
lexical computing, dating from the sixties.
However, the developments which enabled the production of the Cobuild
dictionary are never referred to by investigators and linguists in the
manner in which I am proposing: as digital instrumentation for language.
There are two main reasons for this. Firstly, the advent of this final stage
of instrumentation for language has been difficult to recognise, mainly
because very few of us, Markov and de Saussure, aside, saw or appreciated
that our activities as linguists were working towards the provision of
instrumentation for language. Analogue instrumentation had always been a
product of description at a particular level of language. However, the act
of description, over many generations, had begun to worship itself and in
doing so lost sight of its own objectives. The fact that this is a fairly
common phenomenon in the history of instrumentation ought to hearten rather
than discourage us. Secondly, the provision of digital instrumentation for
language was so momentous that modesty has, I believe, prevented Sinclair
from claiming the credit for this huge contribution and milestone in the
history of language study. Most linguists did not see the advent of digital
instrumentation in their discipline, because, quite simply, they were
neither expecting it nor looking for it. They were not looking for it,
because they had never seen anything like it in their entire lifetime. They
did not recognise it because they had been actively misled into the belief
that linguistics was a ‘soft’ science which must derive its theoretical
basis by means of the process of reductionism (see below). Sinclair has, I
believe, realised the nature and extent of his contribution, but may find
himself unable say so, without feeling or appearing vainglorious. However,
someone has to state this contribution. The record must be set straight for
our generation and for those which follow and continue to study traditional
linguistics without realising that it has died and been replaced by a ‘hard’
science.
Sinclair must have hoped that linguists would spot the full significance of
his achievement. They have not done so; not so much for reasons of spite or
envy (although these, undeniably, are factors), but because linguistic
science is arguably the very last science to gain full instrumentation. The
advent of instrumentation for other sciences is now more than several
generations in the past and the features which characterised its arrival
would, today, be difficult to notice. Proof of this fact is that most
academics still have not noticed what is going on. They are caught in a
bizarre time warp, where corpus markup and annotation are considered
fashionable and sophisticated (like a wrist watch which shows the time both
digitally and analogically) rather than obfuscatory or, as they increasingly
are, entirely surplus to requirements.
The worst and most telling example of this trend is the general, but
entirely erroneous and misguided feeling that corpus linguists must somehow
impose their analogue labels upon the digital corpus in the form of markup
language! In a recent unpublished paper aimed at beginners and policy
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makers, Sinclair is modestly generous on this subject, but most of us know
at once that the continued excessive use of markup language in corpora is
foolish. Without markup language the high degree of instrumentation Sinclair
has produced would not have been possible; but, now that we have digital
instrumentation, excessive annotation would be like leaving the scaffolding
in place, long after the building has been erected and its construction
brought to finality. The present situation would be akin to the desire of
some putative scientist to superimpose analogue thermometers on top of their
digital versions and to persist (for reasons of fake theory) in doing so!
However, if we smother a corpus in markup language, we may never need to
acknowledge its power or the fact that description may now, legitimately,
quietly, cease. Sinclair (personal communication) often refers refers to a
particular academic as a man who ‘speaks fluent SGML’ (Standard General
Markup Language). However, the time is now upon us to pull ourselves
together and ask ourselves: ‘Which linguist dares confess that his or her
arcane, trip and conference-generating discipline has finally reached its
goal, by having developed digital instrumentation for the discovery of
meaning. Linguists fight shy of questions that are likely to show that their
discipline has degenerated unnoticed into the much feared and censored act
of critical reading (now data-assisted or even partially data-driven)! An
ability to go directly to meaning is, to say the least, ideologically
inconvenient, especially for ancient institutions, such as the law, which
are often corrupt and powerful in ways which command an unquestioned and
hence untrammelled ideological status. The example of ‘natural justice’
which follows in the next section will illustrate this.
2.

Collocational Meaning

There is a growing body of evidence to prove that individual words do not
carry meaning in sacks tied to their backs. Michel Breal (1897) was the
first academic to suggest that meaning is imparted to words and expressions
through their habitual proximity to one another. This idea was to lie fallow
for almost fifty years. It was revived by J.R. Firth, who not only stated
that ‘You shall know a word by the company it keeps’(1968:106), but sought
to place the phenomenon of collocation completely above the mundane
linguistic practice of segmentation. He achieved this by means of an
apparent subterfuge. Firth created the term colligation in order to refer a
syntagmatic relationship involving mutual expectancy among elements of
grammatical structure; but, having done so, he proceeded to ignore this new
classification altogether and concentrated his considerable intellectual
powers instead upon the term’s counterpart, collocation.
Unlike colligations, collocations obtain between words as such, not between
categories (1968:181). Firth was probably the first linguist to entertain
the possibility of proceeding directly to meaning without ‘segmental
analysis of the phonemic type’. Ironically, the much vaunted suggestion by
commentators that colligation is a sleeping giant in linguistics, has now
been overtaken and neutralised by corpus-based intrumentation. Today,
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colligation has little more than the status of a ‘subject offering’ in the
history of linguistics. A greater irony is that linguistics itself, since
the advent of instrumentation for language, has degenerated into a more or
less historical discipline, without the knowledge or understanding of most
of its current proponents. Firth’s view that ‘notional’ criteria would have
no role to play in the goals of linguistic inquiry has proved absolutely
accurate: he was prepared to allow its use to label larger aspects of
context of situation only. If Cobuild were ever to proceed to a third
edition of the dictionary, such a dictionary would, to some extent, and
fairly inevitably, need to be a dictionary of events. Mentalism may have a
small role to play in providing names for event-types, although many of
these would become casualties of corpus evidence or the lack of it.
Collocation, by contrast, has become the new heuristic domain of language
study and is likely to dominate linguistic science well into the new
millennium. The best indication of the threat which it poses to established
thinking is to be found in the extent to which it has been and is still,
deliberately ignored by theoreticians whose intuitively derived theories
collocation is likely to unravel. Even Michael Halliday dismisses
collocation within a page or two in both editions of his major work on
functional grammar. He is, apparently, not prepared to allow corpus evidence
to dismantle the impressive edifice of triune theoretical constructs
provided by his own able, but, nonetheless, human, and therefore flawed,
intuition.
2.1

Collocation and Stochastic Processes

The decision, in the present study, to use stochastic processes as the basis
for the selection of collocational profiles will need to be defended. If
collocation allows the investigator to proceed directly to meaning, why is
it necessary or desirable to create a linear and textual process for the
successive selection from the corpus of collocation profiles? Is there not a
contradiction in arguing for the independent action of collocation and then
proceeding to force the process of accessing collocates to follow what looks
like a form of grammatically structured linearity? There are several reasons
for proceeding in the manner proposed in this paper:1.

The approach is not structural, but probabilistic in ways which go
beyond
what
Firth
refers
to
as
the
‘mutual
expectancy
of
words’(1968:106). There can be a mutual expectancy of words within a
fixed expression; but, what if the fixed expression is itself a
fraudulently motivated creation? Collocation alone cannot handle the
unravelling of what is presented stochastically as a series of event
components leading to an outcome, especially a fake outcome. However,
a re-invented, computational Markov process can assist us. Firth’s
taxonomy for context of situation points us towards an expectancy of
outcomes which is socially attestable and this will form the basis for
further analysis of the target text (see the title of this monograph)
later in this paper.
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2.

Text is ephemeral to the point that the minimal segments which
construct its linearity may, considering the demonstrably degraded
nature of human intuition, be our only guide for determining the
points at which transitions towards or away from expected outcomes
(concomitance or dissonance) could occur. The process is purely
procedural and the term ‘segments’ has the purely computational status
of ‘adjacent strings separated by a space’. The grammatical
considerations which give rise to successive collocational profiles
are
of
no
concern
to
the
investigator,
now
that
digital
instrumentation has been fully refined. Although tagging, parsing and
other forms of corpus annotation were crucial to the process of
providing instrumentation, they are surplus to requirements if our
goal today is to proceed directly to meaning. All modern grammarians
are now, although they may not yet know it, well on their way to
becoming data-assisted critical readers. Hence, the ‘narratives’
thrown up by these collocational profiles are the investigators’ main
concern. They are assembled and articulated in terms of and by means
of their frequency (in the corpus) alone. It is only fair that
frequency be allowed to determine the true, rather than notional,
nature and, hence, the normality of particular repeatable events. The
collocational profiles being sought in the process of the reading
which is proposed have been termed ‘narratives’ for at least three
reasons: because (1) linguistics, post-instrumentation, is more akin
to a form of reading than a form of description; (2) the approach
bears out the Malinowskian view of language as a ‘mode of action’, in
which narrative provided an effective means of translating events in
the life of Trobriand islanders; and (3) the approach reflects Firth’s
adoption of this view and his own personification of collocation as
companionship, or ‘keeping company’. It is this latter property which
has prompted my use of the term ‘concomitance’ in chained events.
Collocates that, like their human counterparts, behave abnormally,
usually have a motive. They will have been suborned.
The most frequent collocates, which appear as a particular chained
event progresses, must be considered to provide the most frequent
narratives for repeatable events. These will be ‘true to life’(see
Louw, 2000). Where there is legitimacy at the level of the event’s
outcome, these narratives will be seen to subsume and inter-penetrate
one another quite comfortably. For example, the narratives which
appear from the collocates of the minimal stochastic pair, the+truth
are, in descending frequency (see Step 1 below) tell, and know. Apart
from the obvious logical implicature present, we feel comfortable
that, although the ‘persons, personalities’ (see Appendix G) involved
in these narratives may be different (for telling and knowing), their
pursuit is common, both within the target text and in the repeatable
corpus-based events being used to read it. The repeatable event which
is prominent in the corpus must be recoverable in the text and, in
Firthian-Malinowskian terms, also in life (see also references to
Contextual Prosodic Theory, in Louw, 2000). This specification will
not necessarily apply to all textual study. However, it may be
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favoured, where, as in the present case, forensic evidence of
deception or ‘event fraud’ is being sought. The approach does not seek
to ‘hamstring’ collocation in ways that other specifications do (see
Kjellmer, 1982). Where forensic readings are not being conducted,
Sinclair’s own ‘chunking’ procedure will usually suffice. However,
there can be little doubt that the authors of the TRC contrived to
have human intuition accept the term TRC in a single chunk, as a selfexplanatory learned expression (Sinclair, 1991:124), in the same way
that ‘hook, line and sinker’ is a chunk.
3.

The approach identifies the manner in which, and the moment at which,
suasive stealth, or ‘spin’, is used to mask the advent of stochastic
dissonance. This may be accomplished by means of the timely
introduction of suasively and evaluatively stated (see Hunston and
Thompson, 2000), but, nonetheless fraudulent, outcomes. A good example
would be the use of a positive semantic prosody to act in lieu of an
expected, but denied reward (see Step 3 below).

4.

Although Markov’s view of stochastic processes pre-dates the Firthian
tradition, they are, up to a point, compatible with Firth’s ‘mutual
expectancy of words’ and peculiarly well placed to assist in the
recovery, computationally, of such expectancy. The term stokhastikos
in Greek translates approximately as ‘capable of being hinted at’.
Two-word stochastic processes present the disadvantage to the
investigator of replicating much collocational detail, because they
are (in our target text) only a quarter the size of the nine word
window. However, this is amply compensated for by their lockstep,
linear mode of operation and the fact that they ‘slow down’ the
beguiling speed of corpus work. They are akin to the method of finding
subliminal features in video-taped advertisements: frame by frame.
Where authorial deception is planned, stochastic processes miss
nothing. We ought not to eschew the work of Markov simply because it
attracted the deep interest and fake disparagement of mentalist
linguistics. By rejecting his work, the mentalists, whose goal was to
use structure as a form of linguistic ‘divide and rule’ in the
obfuscation of meaning, paid Markov their highest compliment.
Collocation and stochastic processes are not hidebound by structure.
They operate beyond it and free us from the desire to impose
categories.
The
mentalists
also
thought
that
linguistic
instrumentation would never have the status of a hard science. They
were wrong.

5.

Where a target text, such as our target text, ‘asks’ to be read in a
particular order, (one which purports to ‘march in step’ logically and
linearly with the expected aspects of an event as these unfold), the
use of stochastic methods in conjunction with collocation is
inevitable. In our target text, the inference is inescapable that, in
some sense, reconciliation is to be viewed as a consequence of truth,
and its disclosure. To reverse these two elements in the title of the
Commission would be to destroy its meaning and intention by making it
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look less like the repeatable event its authors want it appear to
mirror: ‘due process and the rule of law’, as encapsulated in the
collocational pair ‘truth and justice’ (cf. D.R. Miller, 2004). Hence,
the method used which combines stochastic processes and collocation is
not unlike the difference between cinematic projection and viewing.
Stochastic processes operate like the film as it is drawn by its
sprocket holes, frame by frame through the gate and shutter of the
projector. The extraction of collocation profiles for two word
sequences are the counterpart of the viewing on the screen of the
consequences for events which are, in Malinowskian and Firthian terms,
in medias res, as each frame advances. This paper attempts to slow
down the beguiling and ephemeral nature of that process and to view it
in slow motion.
6.

Proof of the fact that stochastic processes and collocation complement
one another is to be found in the ability of software programmes, such
as the original Cobuild ‘lookup’, to depart from strictly stochastic
procedures. For example, finding the true extent of the prevalence of
form justice to the right of truth is accomplished easily by a request
of
the
type:
QUERY:
truth+3justice.
A
similar
request
for
truth+3reconciliation demonstrates conclusively the presence of ‘event
fraud’, as will be shown later. It is worth noting that that an
apparently successful attempt was made by a temporary programmer
employed at Cobuild in the late nineties to produce a ‘new’ form of
‘lookup’ which did not have this ‘skip search’ ability. No attempt was
made to persuade me to the contrary when I confronted the programmer
and told him that the concept behind the new search facility was
retrograde and might falsify the Cobuild legacy. Perhaps the findings
of this paper may assist in settling the matter.

7.

A further decisive issue is to be found in the fact that even the
limited stochastic processes involved in chained events proved too
terrifyingly authentic for mentalist researchers and may well have
prompted their retreat away from authentic text and into considering
grammar-bound, made up, citation form sentences as products of the
human mind. The move towards discourse analysis (see Harris, 1952) had
to be stopped. The death of Harris assisted this process. As Hans
Hormann puts it:
...grammatical structures consist of hierarchical relationships
between units of different sets, e.g., nominal phrase,
substantive, in the accusative, in the plural. In historical
retrospect, it is easy to say that a total reduction of
grammatical structures to probabilistic ones is doomed to
failure. Nevertheless, this approach has come amazingly far.
(One of the weaknesses of the grammatic-syntactic models, which
dominate today, is that they totally ignore probabilistic
determinants). (1979:99) (Emphasis added)

2.2

Collocation as Semantic Contagion
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Sinclair’s (1991) discovery of semantic prosodies and the further work of
Louw (1993;1997;2000) and others, have begun to vindicate Breal’s (1897)
insight that meaning operates as a form of ‘contagion’(see also Ullmann,
1962:198). Sinclair’s finding that collocational power is concentrated
within a nine word window, four words to the left and four words to the
right of the node, is arguably the single most exciting discovery to
vindicate Breal’s contention. The nine word window of collocative power is
at the very hub of digital instrumentation for language. It is certainly
sufficient, unaided, to destroy current notions of the ‘cognitive’ and could
easily dispose of what is referred to as the ‘cognitive turn’ in stylistics
(see Stockwell, 2002), which purports to treat delexical forms as the (dead)
metaphorical basis for the power of poetry.
More recent research by Sinclair (1996) has concentrated on phraseological
units larger than the word. The fact that such units exhibit totally
descript collocational profiles has paved the way for much of the research
involved in this paper. The example of natural justice1, below, demonstrates
this very well. Its collocational profile as a minimal stochastic unit, and
its resulting ‘narratives’ leave us in no doubt that our treatment of the
unit has to be expanded both to the left and to the right of it, as a matter
of urgency.
The term natural justice needs to be investigated as an
‘event’: a chained event in Markovian terms and as a repeatable event in
Firthian terms (see also Crystal, 1985:189;Lepschy, 1982:127). Firth
realised that collocational profiles ought not to be dominated by the word.
With one eye on their situational meaning, he suggests that they be
recovered as they bear upon ‘complete sentences’ or in conversation, and
that they be ‘extended to the utterances of preceding and following
speakers’ (1968:107). This may mean that Firth, in spite of the often
ridiculed pre-computational nature of the examples he used, foresaw
something of Sinclair’s ‘nine word window’. His reference to so traditional
a boundary as the sentence sounds a little confining, if not dominated by
the
descriptive
tradition,
but
his
entire
approach
is
undeniably
situationally contextual and appears to assist the general argument advanced
by this paper.
1

This material was first presented as part of a course at the Tuscan
Word Centre (TWC) for postgraduate students from EU countries in June 2000.
The content of the concordance was inexplicably censored and altered
overnight, during preparations for the course at the TWC. This successfully
disrupted the use of the example on that occasion and paper copies were
issued to delegates at the time, but, unfortunately, with insufficient
explanation. Its use here sets the record straight. The fabric of the
occurrences of this form, as they appear in the corpus, has apparently been
altered in the past three years. The original concordance appears in this
paper. ‘Homogenisation’ of corpora is likely to take place in future (see
especially Appendix I). The sanitisation of corpora is an unacceptable
infraction of academic freedom.
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Firth also probably felt the magnetic pull towards phraseology, even though,
as a pre-computational scholar, he could not have appreciated the full
extent and consequences of delexicalisation. However, the traditional forces
of word and sentence are, between them, still powerful suborners of most
linguistic investigative procedure.
Even the Cobuild Dictionary of
Collocations (1995), coming as it did before Sinclair’s more recent
research, suffers to some extent in its design, from the single word fallacy
and that dictionary’s policy on ‘stop words’ occasionally obfuscates their
often huge potential in the area of phraseological and, hence, delexical
meaning.
An example will make this clearer. The institution from which it is taken is
the law. The term is natural justice. Within the legal profession,
‘insiders’, upon reading or hearing this expression, go through a process of
interpretation which is radically different from that which ‘outsiders’
follow. If you are reading this as an uninitiated outsider, you will
probably be reasoning things along these lines as you attempt to determine
the expression’s meaning2:
All human beings are immediately and intuitively aware of the nature
2

For my understanding of waiver and its role in ideology, I am indebted
to Lesley Paterson, a Zimbabwean human rights lawyer who, for more than ten
years, has been, and still is, unlawfully locked out of legal practice in
Zimbabwe, apparently as a result of secret-society concessions in the
judiciary of that country, agreed at the Lancaster House Conference on
Zimbabwean Independence in 1980. Even the International Bar Association and
Commonwealth Lawyers Association apparently continue to connive with this
outrageous abuse of human rights. Paterson was instrumental in the removal
of Zimbabwe’s Chief Justice Anthony Gubbay from office in February 2001 for
attempting to murder a Mrs Sukohluhle Kachipare who was then on death row.
For the first time in the history of the country, she was released as a
consequence of Presidential intervention to prevent the judicial abuse of
the death penalty. In his own judgment (Unreported Judgment No SC 139-98 and
Reported, but edited, Judgment in 1998 Volume Two Zimbabwe Law Reports at
page 271), Gubbay concedes that she ought to have been acquitted at the end
of the State’s case against her at her High Court trial, but proceeds in the
same judgment to uphold the High Court’s illegal conviction and death
sentence against her thereby condoning its miscarriage of justice! As
recently as January 2003, Gubbay’s successor, Godfrey Chidyausiku CJ, who
has made no move, at the time of writing, to hear Paterson’s constitutional
appeal to remain a registered legal practitioner, apparently connived with
Sternford Moyo, President of the Law Society of Zimbabwe (of which Paterson
is a member) to use physical violence to prevent her from attending the
opening of the High Court in Harare for the year 2003. As recently as
Monday, 8th December 2003, physical violence was again used by Moyo to
remove Paterson from the Law Society’s AGM, a meeting to which she had
always been admitted in the past! Her struggle for justice continues and is
worthy of international support.
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of injustice and of miscarriages of justice. In this sense, we find
that our reaction to injustice is universal and therefore ‘natural’,
as is our desire to see injustice remedied through court rulings which
set in place appropriate, just and fair ‘remedies’; or, if need be,
‘informal’ justice might be a ‘natural’ outcome, as some person or
group becomes intolerant of the tardiness of due process or vexatious
abuse of process and such aggrieved persons might take the law into
their own hands...
However, if you are an insider to the legal profession, your reasoning
process operates entirely differently. Natural justice can only be deemed to
have been achieved if two provisions have been met: (1) that an aggrieved
party has been given a hearing (this first provision, in Latin, being Audi
alteram partem or ‘hear the other side’); and (2) that this hearing must
have been unbiased, i.e. it must have been carried out by an impartial and
independent authority. Nobody with a material interest in the dispute may be
involved in its adjudication (this second provision, in Latin, being Nemo
iudex in sua causa or ‘Nobody can be a judge in his/her own cause’). Where
natural justice has been breached, such a breach constitutes a ‘fatal flaw’
to the proceedings and an unbiased judge will rule accordingly in order to
protect the victim’s cause of action. In other words, the judge ought to
rule in his/her favour.
Notice what has happened in the process of interpretation so far. The
outsider has proceeded by way of ‘word meaning’ and produced an erroneous
interpretation (‘justice is natural’). However, this interpretation is one
with which the legal profession and even the judiciary have reason to feel
comfortable: the client or litigant does not know the term’s meaning at law.
Insiders interpret the form natural justice as a technical term and process
the phrase as a whole. However, for ideological reasons, they would be
reluctant to concede that the term only ever arises when there has been
apparent judicial or quasi-judicial misconduct, leading to the breach of a
litigant’s rights. How convenient: everyone trusts a judge.
Breal would say that the term natural justice derives its meaning not from
its own component words, but through the ‘contagion’ brought about because
of the proximity of its habitual collocates, such as breached or denied. Of
course, during Breal’s and even Firth’s pre-computational lifetimes, these
collocates would have had to be established intuitively. As part of that
process one would need to establish how many of the limited number of
victims that one happened to know personally were ever successful as
litigants. Was the phrase natural justice uttered as part of their
proceedings? If so, was it upheld or breached? And if so, by whom? We would
find this process about as satisfying as Cherry found a ‘corpus’ of
Shakespeare’s works. We would gain no probabilistic idea of what precedes
the mention of natural justice (i.e. in the terminology of corpus studies,
to the left of the expression) and we would gain insufficient information
about whether judges ever rectified breaches brought to their attention (if
we studied the event as it expanded to the right of the expression). Were
the litigants left without a remedy? The answer may well be affirmative. In
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fact, the narrative apparently ceases to the right of the expression. There
is no continuation of a chained event with the word and. Or is that the
meaning of the term? That is, does it mean that the judge has joined the
conspiracy and that the litigant is effectively destroyed once the term has
been uttered? Litigants deserve better than to have their cases settled by
the incantatory use of insider phrases.
Even if corpora are finally sanitised and homogenised to prevent
instrumentation from making a decision on the fate of victims to the right
of the form, the recovery of the grammatical subject of all the passive
forms to the left (denied, breached) ought to assist us in settling exactly
how the event habitually proceeds.
However, there is a fact, which is completely material to the concerns of
this paper, and which incriminates the judges further. If the corpus
material to the right of natural+justice+and (see Appendix H) were to show
us no evidence at all that the form is ever viewed as forming part of a
chained event, one might have accepted the possibility that judges never see
it as one and that they regard each case of a breach of natural justice
differently. They might wish to claim that their response is dictated by the
different circumstances of each case. However, there is one entry in the
corpus which suggests otherwise: there is one in which the context makes it
plain that the breach is only hypothetical and has not actually occurred. In
this instance, we find that the judge parades before us logically and in a
chained event, the full force of the law which the breach ought to attract.
...contracts on a provisional interim basis, and for requiring
adjudicators’ decisions to be enforced pending the final determination
of such disputes. His Lordship noted that it was very easy to
challenge a decision based on an alleged breach of natural justice,
and an unsuccessful party before the adjudicator would need only to
make such a challenge in order to prevent the decision’s enforcement.
In his Lordship’s judgment, if Parliament had intended to qualify the
word `decision” in some way then that...
This is very troubling indeed. Judges do know what is expected of them. What
may we infer from the absence in authentic rather than hypothetical cases,
of both logical implicature and semantic tidiness leading in the direction
of a just outcome?
An alert reader ought, at this point, to be capable of detecting J.R. Firth
somewhere in the wings. The answer to these questions takes us ineluctably
into Firth’s taxonomy for Context of Situation (1937:110;1957:182;1968:108 –
see Appendix G, below), where the relevant persons, personalities, will be a
litigant, possibly lawyers (unless we have a self-acting litigant) and
certainly a judge or chairman of a quasi-judicial forum. There will be
verbal and non-verbal actions, and the results of the verbal action may be a
finding that natural justice has either been upheld or breached. In the
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latter case we ought either to see the judge create a remedy or, sadly, see
the judge join the conspiracy: an event made easier (as mentioned above) by
virtue of the fact that the uninitiated litigant does not understand the
meaning, at law, of the term natural justice.
Of course, a fully computational Breal would have had access to the Bank of
English and its programme entitled PICTURE, whose product for the term looks
like this:Cursor at row 1, column 1.
rules
of
natural
denial
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principles to
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betrayal
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vigorously election
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7
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NODE
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NODE
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NODE
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NODE
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NODE
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NODE
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respect
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contested sack
stating
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fairness
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inherent
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catholics prosecutor
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identifica
guarantees judicial
MI:9.6143.

Now, with the greatest will in the world, compelling computational evidence
of this sort, would be unlikely to leave all but the most naive litigant
continuing to pursue the ‘naturalness’ argument. Justice is not natural in
the same way that yoghurt is natural. The made up examples of grammarians
would be risible in so chillingly authentic a context as this. We cannot
say: ‘John received natural justice at the High Court’. If, as Firth
(1968:106) avers, we ‘shall know a phrase by the company it keeps’, one
could be forgiven for suggesting that this minimally stochastic fragment of
running text has both fallen among thieves and, unjustly, continued to keep
its apparent good name. The expression has seemingly been unaffected by
semantic change, because it has been protected by an institution which
itself does not change, a status which many institutions share with secret
societies (hence the debate as to whether judges should be required to
reveal their affiliations, if any, with secret societies, such as the
Freemasons). Are we dealing with diminished responsibility or inherent
wickedness?
Recourse to the concordance lines from the Bank of English, below, offers us
a more complete picture of the term and its institutional role in the
‘manufacture of consent’ (see Fairclough, 1989), as part of legal and
judicial ideology. Note that the course of future events to the right of the
expression is altogether less clear than it is to the left. If there is no
evidence of judicial intervention to rectify breaches of natural justice,
does this mean that victims of the breach give up their cases (waiver, or
the relinquishment of their claims) or do they ever sue the judge (joinder)?
It is worth noting that if litigants began routinely to sue the judge where
natural justice has been breached, there would be two likely consequences
for the form natural justice in the corpus. Firstly, the collocates to the
right of the form would begin to look less confused than they do at present,
where eventual waiver is more than likely, perhaps after even further
breaches have been suffered on appeal. Secondly, if all litigants persevered
with their suits against judges, the term natural justice would also become
less frequently observed both in the corpus and in life, as the litigants’
actions began to act as a deterrent, resulting in judicial misconduct of
this particular type becoming less frequent. However, regardless of the way
one looks at it, references to natural justice are effectively references to
‘event fraud’: a litigant has come to court for a hearing leading to a
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remedy; and instead of getting either, the judge may (for motives still to
be determined) have joined the conspiracy to deny the litigant justice. We
proceed, in the next section, to the graver matter of creating fake
institutions expressly in order to extract waiver from human rights victims.
Semantically the concordance below has the status of a Masonic handshake in
print.
MicroConcord search SW: natural justice
80 characters per entry
Sort : 2L/SW
1
2

shifted -3 characters.

judicial, in accord with natural justice? Should `people normally
to act in accordance with natural justice and that had not happened in the

3 rather empty in an age where natural justice and common sense have been
4 is reprehensible and against natural justice. <p> Sir Sigmund Sternberg. <p>
5

legality and of natural justice. For them, my defence can only be

6 is reprehensible and against natural justice. <p> Yours faithfully, <p> Sigmund
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

is no right of appeal, no natural justice and the Government just sits on
So long as even-handed natural justice is on offer, he doesn’t think the
so that the balance of natural justice is restored. This would mean that
to argue a case based on natural justice as well as the major issues of
said he had been denied natural justice and would make every effort,
said Roy had been denied natural justice and the Tribunal judge erred when
claimed he had been denied natural justice in the handling of the charges:
claim it’s been denied natural justice. <p> This follows the third HUREOC
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said Roy had been denied natural justice and the Tribunal judge erred when
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defence and had been denied natural justice. Today Judge Maurice Sheehan (ph)

17

Hitchens had been denied natural justice during the post-inquiry

18

prisoners were being denied natural justice at parole hearings. <p> He has

19

MOTORISTS were being denied natural justice and right of appeal against wheel-

20

that it was being afforded natural justice and a reasonable opportunity for

21

was right. You believed in natural justice. You were a pioneer. You used to

22

rules, or benchmarks of natural justice, Andy Hollas, the party chairman,

23

there had been a breach of natural justice. <p> There were any number of

24

there had been a breach of natural justice because Mrs Fanneran had not been

25
26
27

deposits is a breach of natural justice, that may be appealed to the Court
s been a clear breach of natural justice,” he said. <p> Cr Hulett was
receive. <p> <h> Breach of natural justice finding sets Dempsey free;Dianne

28

there had been a breach of natural justice. <p> His Lordship did not accept

29

the inquiry was a breach of natural justice because witnesses were not cross-

30

of that dog was a breach of natural justice. <p> The Queen’s Bench Divisional

31

be described as a breach of natural justice,” he said. <p> The &pound; 4,500

32

contradiction, breach of natural justice, and violation of human rights.

33

years was a gross breach of natural justice. <p> David Pannick, QC, opening

34

impropriety or breach of natural justice. <p> In two recent cases also

35

s decision is in breach of natural justice. Swindon won promotion to the

36
37
38

was unfair and in breach of natural justice for the panel sitting in judgment
claiming a breach of natural justice. <p> They also claim the
back constitute a breach of natural justice.” The letter said Idemitsui

39

was in breach of natural justice. <h> HOMELESS RICHARDS </h> The

40

considers to be breaches in natural justice in the official response to the
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41 <p> But in a bizarre case of natural justice, when he ret urned some time later
42 <p> But in a bizarre case of natural justice, when returned some time later to
43

and, consistent with natural justice, no further announcement will be

44

both unfair and contrary to natural justice. They asked for the entire group

45

of acting contrary to natural justice. <p> The Labour leadership,

46

ill-judged and contrary to natural justice. <p> No matter how it is dressed

47 will be strongly contrary to natural justice for him to be given an opportunity
48
49

acted in a way contrary to natural justice. If successful, the group of nine
It seems to be contrary to natural justice if a child is killed by an adult -

50

human right and contrary to natural justice. <p> An essential part of this

51

human right and contrary to natural justice. <p> Those present believe that

52 nation is that it could deny natural justice to any athletes not using drugs.
53

posture as the defenders of natural justice” when he was denied the same right

54

were acting in defiance of natural justice as `legislator, prosecutor, judge,

55
56
57

can readily demonstrate a natural justice in selecting for the vagabond and
raised about the denial of natural justice. <p> Judge AlanD emack said the
interests and a denial of natural justice,” he said. <p> Mr Justice Stewart

58

re-opened for `denial of natural justice” reasons, and a new inquest was

59

raised about the denial of natural justice. <p> Judge Alan Demack said that

60
61
62
63
64

the draft was `a denial of natural justice”. <p> He and the other Tories
has been in clear denial of natural justice.” Dr Oliver, 58, again refused to
<p> This is a denial of natural justice and I am not prepared to proceed,”
complaining of a denial of natural justice because he wasn’t given the
amounted to a denial of natural justice as well as a possible breach of

65

amounted to a denial of natural justice as well as a possible breach of

66

said. `I was denied basic natural justice. I had no legal representation or

67 was defective and denied her natural justice. She lost her job at the
68

Commission has denied him natural justice and has taken irrelevant material

69

said. I was denied basic natural justice. I had no legal representation or

70

said. I was denied basic natural justice. I had no legal representation or

71

said. `I was denied basic natural justice. I had no legal representation or

72

appeal procedure denies him natural justice-by permitting persons involved in

73
74
75

committee of denying him natural justice. <p> Mr McAlary angrily withdrew
which was `devoid of natural justice”. <p> re all scared # we’ll have
veer it in the direction of natural justice, but it’s rash to make any such

76 that they denied Dr Chambers natural justice. Justice Spender, who played a
77 about through the effect of `natural justice” rather than politics. <p> While
78
79

that and to ensure that natural justice is provided for him,” Mr Kaiser
rules of evidence and natural justice do not apply, the accused doctors

80

The rules of evidence and natural justice do not apply. <p> The accused

81

cannot be at the expense of natural justice. <p> In deciding on terms of a

82 on the grounds of failure of natural justice, <f> audi alteram partem <f> or
83

<p> However, fairness and natural justice required that this decision should

84 <p> The rules of fairness or natural justice were not rigid but depended on
85 persuaded `that fairness and natural justice require that this decision should
86

sought to first offer natural justice to J.L. Holdings before blocking

87

had flagrantly breached natural justice when he unlawfully kept secret the

88
89
90

on the grounds of natural justice. Mr Matthews found that there had
must guarantee prisoners natural justice, respect, access to information,
letter to the Guardian that natural justice has been denied. <p> Lift
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91

of State had `breached natural justice” by slamming him over the force’s

92

again. He had discovered natural justice. Mixing with private school pupils

93 and later said he had denied natural justice and would make every effort,
94

by a court to have denied natural justice to a businessman who had been

95

of the code we have in all natural justice erm to put the case to the er

96

t the remotest inkling of natural justice. <p> P Becke, Edinburgh <p> <h>

97 fun, his strong instinct for natural justice, his nose for absurd bombast and
98 once and in the interests of natural justice, to consult a linesman. <p> The
99
100

interpretation than natural justice. If the latter had been in force,
and the interpretation of natural justice” in the decision to remove Mr

101 spokesman said: `This is not natural justice because Mr Shaida was ill.” <h>
102

realise that there is no natural justice in this world. With Small g: a

103

shot to pieces, it is only natural justice that an individual whose actions

104

</h> <p> MR ADAMS is right. Natural justice demands that where a wrong has

105 stress that erm that is only natural justice that they must have a chance to
106
107

<p> This is because natural justice could be served on the spot. It is
at &dollar; 19.99 a kg. <p> Natural justice is denied to alleged growers when

108 who have experienced lack of natural justice in contested cases in the court.
109

Byrne. <p> The lack of natural justice in Family Court proceedings is

110

wants to air the lack of natural justice.” <p> <h> Soldier in Bosnia is

111

is contrary to the laws of natural justice. It doesn’t say much for Britain.”

112

must be against the laws of natural justice for the football authorities to

113

in criticising the level of natural justice and procedural fairness involved

114

in criticising the level of natural justice and procedural fairness involved

115

he criticised the level of natural justice and procedural fairness involved

116
117
118

as a matter of natural justice. Here in Queensland former
records made a mockery of natural justice. <p> This is a discrimination that
nothing of the more general natural justice issue of being allowed to present

119

and he did not consider natural justice did so require. <p> Moreover, to

120

said he had not received natural justice. <p> Purnell reopened the inquiry

121
122

officer who now runs Natural Justice, a charity based in Ulverston,
is in danger of breaching natural justice, and therefore an independent

123 silent or ambivalent or that natural justice so required. <p> In his Lordship’s
124

and profits. <p> In natural justice the lottery shouldn’t be taxed

125 de Justice, a basic point of natural justice was at stake yesterday. `Get in
126

their power, breached natural justice and failed to follow the

127

their power, breached natural justice and failed to follow the

128

every principle of natural justice. The Lords’ amendment is limited

129

things. The principle of natural justice not enforceable by any Court, is

130

every principle of natural justice.” <p> Mr Howard has tried to

131

and of the principles of natural justice. <p> Mrs Galli said: `We are suing

132
133
134
135
136
137

with the principles of natural justice so that all relevant material,
to the principles of natural justice for the secretary of state to
fundamental principles of natural justice, about the proper conduct of the
party. Basic principles of natural justice have been confounded. I have been
of elementary principles of natural justice. I don’t know what the bleeding
duties under principles of natural justice, Mr Hayden said. <p> The Governor-

138 conform to the principles of natural justice. Without casting any doubts on the
139 <p> Sir: Basic principles of natural justice have been confounded by the
140

of the first principles of natural justice. (Scrope # 1833 # 1969, p. 32) And
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141
142
143
144

sense and the principles of natural justice, the time is overdue for the
of the principles of natural justice depended on whether they were in
based on the principles or natural justice -- those subject to them are given
entitled The Proms and Natural Justice, Robert Simpson argued strenuously

145

on the proposition that natural justice demanded that a person under

146

and the requirements of natural justice, something that McCarthyism always

147
148

not retribution as natural justice would seem to demand. This is not
not retribution as natural justice would seem to demand. This is not

149

been denied their right to natural justice by Mr Tickner and was afraid other

150

the balance right, between natural justice towards someone who has faced

151

know about the rules of natural justice. One of these is that everyone is

152

should know the rules of `natural justice”, argues Moore. He should have let

153
154

contravene the rules of natural justice and infringe his right not be
in breach of the rules of natural justice in failing to allow the applicants

155

in breach of the rules of natural justice. `On the uncontradicted facts of

156

14 <h> Law Report: Rules of natural justice depend on context # Regina v Avon

157

test the country’s rules of natural justice. The case should be heard next

158

and the rules of natural justice, whoever may be guilty of

159

and the rules of natural justice, whoever may be guilty of

160 s emphasis that the rules of natural justice should allow MPs accused of
161

violating both the rules of natural justice and my client’s civil rights”. He

162

the party rules require natural justice,” Senator Crichton-Browne said

163
164
165
166

that when the rules of natural justice had not been observed one could
to expel me, the rules of natural justice were denied, the party rules
decision, ruling that natural justice had not been observed. <p> In
welcomed the ruling, saying natural justice was being undermined by the

167

Dr Lawrence said that `natural justice” dictated that the commission

168

these agents, the scope of natural justice as we know it would be drastically

169

and forgiveness and seek a natural justice. <p> Masters is surely right in

170 new for yourself. A sense of natural justice cries out against this course of
171 however, offended a sense of natural justice as far as many spectators were
172

the defects. She demanded `natural justice, and no less”. The Housing

173

said: `It doesn’t smell of natural justice.” <p> A BT spokesman said: `The

174 But there’s something called natural justice which comes into play when civic
175 sport, the Olympic spirit or natural justice. <p> <h> Shy lad gets shovelling;
176

non-existent. `In terms of natural justice, children in care should be

177 Mr Gummer denied the company natural justice in reaching his decision. After
178

is reminiscent of the harsh natural justice given Cresseid by the planetary

179

office poll on the subject, natural justice demanded he be invited to explain

180
181
182

denies these animals natural justice. <p> As these animals are also
demanded what they called natural justice for the club. In a message to the
ministers attempted to deny natural justice to three innocent businessmen

183 and I have a right to demand natural justice,” he said. <p> Cr Hulett has also
184

unimportant compared to the natural justice involved. In March again, in 1938,

185

were not ready to pre-empt natural justice by pulling them out before Modahl’

186
187
188

This is totally against natural justice.” <p> The CPS said they prosecuted
weep over this travesty of natural justice. <hl> Our decision; Sun Says;
ways of denying un # natural justice to the Brisbane team. <p> I’ve

189 health officials’ version of natural justice would not have been unfamiliar to
190

campaigned vigorously for natural justice. The poor were not getting a fair
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do as little violence to natural justice, as is compatible with the peace

192

Mr Dewar and Mr Vaz `was a natural justice exercise” to enable both sides to

193

and claims he was denied natural justice in council consideration of the

194

ruled they were denied natural justice when their applications were

195
196

co-ordinator, who said natural justice had been done. <p> Mr Salmond has
as in accord with reason, natural justice, and moral rectitude. <p> The

197 his lawyer withdrew claiming natural justice had been denied. <p> <b>
198

anger swelled within him. Natural justice demanded a reckoning. If he wanted

199

But Japan would satisfy natural justice and earn respect if it met these

3. Stochastic Processes and the Corpus
To return briefly to the issue of instrumentation considered earlier,
mention must be made of a further cause for suspicion within the community
of linguists. Although we regularly find the superimposition of analogue
instrumentation (by means of corpus annotation) upon the relatively freshly
unveiled digital instrumentation of corpora, there is something else missing
in 2003, which is indicative of less naiveté than one might have expected.
Nobody is giving corpora the ‘-emic - -etic’ segmentation treatment! No
great fuss is being made about the nature of the minimal unit of running
text. We are not seeing the arrival of the new science (good for at least
half a dozen learned papers, if not a book) of ‘stochastetics’ and
‘stochastemics’! If one asks why these terms have failed to burst upon the
scene, the only reasonable response must surely be that they are perceived
by linguists as unnecessary. One may argue that tagging, parsing and other
conventions of annotation assisted lexicographers in creating the Cobuild
dictionary and, with it, digital instrumentation; but now, one is witnessing
a proliferation of the scaffolding rather than its dismantling. Is the
motive for this anything but an attempt to obfuscate instrumentation’s real
goal?
However, once scaffolding has been taken down, the observer cannot but
evaluate the building itself. It is possible perhaps to draw some or all of
the following inferences: (1) that linguists have seen directly to meaning
through corpora; (2) that they have felt no need to proceed to a science of
segmentation, because the software for the sorting and manipulation of data
takes them directly and effectively to meaning; (3) that the retention of
excessive amounts of markup language perhaps fulfils some unspoken security
need in the investigator, in the international community or within the ‘new
world order’. Could it be that direct access to meaning needs to be rationed
and that if linguistics were to degenerate into a form of critical literacy,
this would be a security disaster of some hitherto unstated kind (will all
‘dodgy’ dossiers be instantly detectable in the information age?); and (4)
that the secret service and the spin doctors propose to steal the new
instrumentation, whilst simultaneously denying that it ever arrived! The
value of linguistics as a distraction from meaning in authentic text would
not only be better preserved if instrumentation were stolen, but science
could then be prevented from treating the interpenetration of textual and
situational truth as its new Holy Grail (one more easily obtainable in the
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twenty first century, and in less time than it would take to launch, let
alone sail a vessel like the Argo).
In the context of The Truth and Reconciliation Commission, this would
certainly be a danger, as the remainder of this paper will now proceed to
demonstrate. Forensic evidence to the effect that the TRC constitutes prima
facie ‘event fraud’ might easily constitute a point in limine in a class
action to an international forum, with a view to having the purported
outcomes of the TRC declared null and void and of no further force and
effect. Victims would then be able to seek common justice and compensation,
not from the class action brought on their behalf by lawyer Edward Fagan, as
Archbishop Tutu has recently (1 August, 2002) suggested on world radio, but
directly as a remedy from South Africa’s Constitutional Court, appropriately
recused and reconvened. The reason for recusal of the judges of this court
would be conspicuous bias, because, as reported in the law reports of the
Constitutional Court (Case No CCT 17/96), the litigants’ names (Biko,
Mxenge, and Ribeiro) are inexplicably omitted! Their names appear only in
the law report of the court a quo, (Cape Provincial Division, Case No
4895/96). It is common cause that litigants must be treated as persons
before the law. The omission of their names in reporting their appeal is
inexcusable. The relatives of the following deceased activists: Steve Biko,
Griffiths Mxenge and Chris Ribeiro were seeking a court order,
...directing that the respondents (TRC) be interdicted and restrained
from granting any amnesty to any person in terms of the Act, pending
the conclusion of the proceedings of the Constitutional Court.
These provincial hearings took place on 6th and 9th May, 1996. In what looks
very much like indecent haste, by 25th July of the same year the matter was
done and dusted in the Constitutional Court. The order of the Constitutional
Court read as follows:
G[51]

In the result, the attack on the constitutionality of s20(7) of
the Promotion of National Unity and Reconciliation Act 34 of
1995 must fail. That was the only attack which was pursued on
behalf of the applicants in this Court. It accordingly follows
that the application be, and is, refused.

H

Chaskalson P, Ackermann, Kriegler, Langa, Madala, Mokgoro, O
Regan, and Sachs JJ concurred in the judgment of Mahomed DP.

The wording of the above Order invites discourse analysis, but a better
course might be for the entire basis of the TRC to be vitiated by forensic
evidence of the type proposed by this paper. This would, at least, involve
no possibility of a revived TRC hearing matters de novo. Truth and justice
would need to begin as legitimate due process. This new process would
replace waiver, which has been extracted fraudulently. The nation wide
recusal of those judges who connived with the TRC would need to be both a
priority and a pre-condition.
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Taking the TRC concept on the road to other countries would, if the action
proposed above succeeded, become a non-starter. Sierra Leone, for example,
now has a TRC and in August 2003, even Kenya was clamouring for one to be
established. The first hearings of the Sierra Leonean body were held in midApril 2003. However, this TRC operates differently from the way in which its
South African counterpart did. In Sierra Leone, perpetrators of human rights
violations will not, as in South Africa, be granted amnesty. If Steve Biko
were alive today, he would probably offer a reason for this. He would
probably have said that the perpetrators of injustice in Sierra Leone do not
need to be ‘saved’ by a TRC designed by whites in the US and Europe. They
are not white. The fraudulent nature of TRCs as a modus operandi would also
need to be reversed in countries where the formula has already been used,
such as in Guatemala (Appendix C, 93; Appendix D, 101). A huge operation
would be involved in dismantling them, as TRCs and the ‘mass justice’ they
purport to offer are currently planned for a growing number of countries.
3.1 Steps in the Process of SC Reading
In one sense, it would have been convenient if the question of the minimal
unit of running text had already been settled. Sinclair (1991) offers the
agreeably uncomplicated view of seeing the corpus, almost from the
software’s point of view, as strings and spaces.
It is best to use the word ‘word’ informally to mean what it normally
means...a string of letters including hyphen and sometimes apostrophe
- bounded on each side by a word space or another punctuation mark.
(1991:176)
However, in relation to Sinclair’s later research, which favours a more
phraseological view, the position quoted above ought perhaps to be regarded
as an early position, although he does not mention the subject in his most
recent papers (2002). To extend Firth’s metaphorical vision of collocates
‘keeping company’, within Sinclair’s ‘running’ text, it is my opinion that
we will either find them with one mind, running together, or disaffected in
some way, trying to create a new, previously unobserved, unnatural
convention (see below references to monitor corpora) and, hence, running
apart. Respectively, these conditions will be referred to as stochastic
concomitance (from Latin comes -itis, a companion, advancing Firth’s view of
collocates, as keeping company naturally, as in the taking of bread
together, as the etymology suggests), or as stochastic dissonance (a lack of
agreement or harmony in outcomes, or the ‘results of the verbal action’,
causing them to ‘sound’ illogical or wrong). (See Appendix G). This
dichotomy invites a link with critical thinking and critical reading,
especially where outcomes are felt intuitively to be flawed or unjust. C.S.
Peirce (in McPeck, 1981), who defined knowledge as a process of settling
doubt and fixing belief, prompts us in the computational era to ask where
the consensus of the corpus takes us. It is as though the language of the
‘honest’ in the corpus can now be mobilised in a virtual form to disclose
and read the language outcomes of the dishonest. As honest language will
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always predominate, it may be relied upon because, in New Testament terms,
‘... the darkness quenched it not’.
This semantic rather than strictly segmental approach must be seen as an
extension of the techniques of corpus linguistics rather than an attempt to
alter its basic groundwork. Yet it is entirely defensible, because now that
the basic groundwork in corpus linguistics has provided us with digital
instrumentation, our only destination, using ‘running text’ (obsessivecompulsive annotators aside) can be meaning. The delight of working with
collocation is that it deals with nothing else but meaning. In any event,
the decision to use stochastic units usurps nothing: each unit is, as noted
above, less than 25% of any nine word window of collocative power and acts
as a method of fine-tuning and ‘slowing down’ the increasingly rapid nature
of computational findings. Fine-tuning of the narratives thrown up by
successive transitions in the target text may also be possible in other
ways, as this author discovered by chance. The first version of
Microconcord, the software used for collecting collocates and concordances
in this paper, invites the user of the collocator to select four words to
the left and four words to the right of the node, but it then proceeds on
every occasion and irrespective of adjustments made, to default to three
words on either side. As it turns out, this suits the very short length of
our target text even better.
In this paper, we consider a two word sequence as the minimal unit for which
a collocative profile can be sought from the corpus for the purposes of
conducting a stochastic collocational (SC) reading. The term ‘running’, to
refer to running words and running text, would seem to support this. It also
breaks the Chomskyan tyranny of remaining within the sentence. Hence, the
serial profiles from which such a forensic reading for ‘The Truth and
Reconciliation Commission’ will entail at least four steps. Note that the +
sign has no theoretical or descriptive significance. As we are dealing
exclusively with meaning, issues of description have become reified
elsewhere and now properly belong to the history of linguistics. The + sign
is merely part of an instruction to the Cobuild ‘Lookup’ programme, which
also requires that requests be presented in lower case:
Four Step Request to The Bank of English
1
2
3
4

the+truth
truth+and
and+reconciliation
reconciliation+commission

Further requests of a corroborative nature may be required later in the
reading, to which we now proceed. These will be incorporated in the body of
this paper and not in the appendices. Note that concordance lines requested
are in the form of 200 line probes of the BOE, transmitted to the author in
Zimbabwe, via the Cobuild Direct Mail Service (cdms@cobuild.collins.co.uk).
Where the total number of lines extracted from the corpus falls short of
approximately 200, this will be deemed to be the total number of lines to be
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found in the corpus for the stochastic pair concerned. The concordance lines
themselves are set out in full in the Appendices, starting with the form
the=truth in Appendix A. Collocational profiles for these concordance lines
will be worked with directly step by step in the body of the paper.
Step One
It is perhaps worth contextualising the TRC historically. In June 1995, The
Times carried a report by Christina Lamb entitled: ‘Delays damage hope of
justice in South Africa’. In this report she offers her own explanation for
the invention of the TRC:
The truth commission was thought up as a
hatred after the decades of white rule. It
all sides and award compensation to victims
torturers. But there has been so much delay
are demanding trials instead.

safety valve
would explore
and amnesty to
that relatives

for pent-up
outrages by
killers and
of the dead

Ntsiki Biko, the widow of black consciousness leader Steve Biko, who
died in police custody in 1977, and Churchill Mxenge, brother of an
anti-apartheid lawyer assassinated in 1981, have formed an Association
of Victims of Unsolved Apartheid Atrocities to campaign for the
prosecution of security force members.
‘When we voted the new government into office we nursed hopes that the
law was going to take its course,’ said Mxenge. ‘Instead, we find
ourselves exactly where we were 10 years ago. The only exception
created by the truth commission is that if the criminals tell the
truth, they will be forgiven’.(emphasis added) (The Times, 18 June,
1995)
In a world in which war crimes’ tribunals are set up for atrocities in some
countries and truth commissions are ‘thought up’ in others, reasons for this
expedient disparity need to be sought. The remainder of this paper traces
what is involved within the dynamic of a large corpus of natural language
when the expected course of events in the world is altered unnaturally. How
can a corpus assist the victims when a nation hoped ‘...that the law was
going to take its course’ and it inexplicably does not do so. Expediency
rather than logic governs the process and corpora care nothing for
expediency. Bosnia has no great mineral wealth and this may be what entitles
it to war crimes’ tribunals: to justice rather than waiver. South Africa has
massive deposits of gold, diamonds and platinum and so instead of being
provided with justice, international financial interests think up ways of
enforcing waiver and the granting of amnesty to killers. Racism and revenge
are also motives. In the quotation with which this paper begins, Biko
predicted that the racists would set out to defeat and pervert the ends of
justice rather than award it. Rwanda has a War Crimes’ Tribunal because in
Rwanda the genocide was felt to be ‘black-on-black’ rather than post
colonial. In reality, much of the enmity between Hutu and Tutsi factions was
fomented by colonialism.
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The most pernicious aspect of waiver is that the beginning of the process
which leads up to it often resembles the process of justice itself. This is
also true of national independence, especially when it can later be shown
not to have brought economic independence. As TRCs have begun to
proliferate, notwithstanding the flawed logic upon which they are perched,
semantic prosodies (Louw, 1993) and other computational linguistic methods,
such as SC reading, are beginning to detect the insincerity behind their
invention. TRCs are currently being referred to as forms of mass justice.
Using semantic prosodies, it can be verified that the ‘justice’ purportedly
on offer in this phrase is insincere. We know this to be the case because
the term is qualified by mass. It must therefore be ‘read’ by the most
frequent collocates to the right of mass.
These collocates are mentioned
below in the closing paragraphs of this paper.
Concordance lines for a request to the BOE for the+truth appear in Appendix
A. A list of collocates for this stochastic pair appear below. Note how the
collocates have their own ‘narrative’ which marches in step with Mxenge’s
‘...if the criminals tell the truth...’.
Step One: Collocational Profile for the+truth
Collocates: 3
AND
TELL
THAT
IT

to

213
25
19
16

left

&

3 to

THE
YOU
COMMISSIO*
TRUTH

63
23
18
16

right
TO
I
HE
OF

of

the

truth
55
19
18
16

IS
RECONCILIA*
KNOW
TELLING

28
19
16
15

The profile above represents only the most frequent collocates. They reflect
perfectly the wishes of all parties: the architects of the TRC hope that
telling the truth and knowing the truth will somehow defuse the hopes of the
victims’ families for retributive justice; and, the families of the victims
need to know the circumstances surrounding the death of their relatives
(witheld for many years by the Apartheid regime) so that they can complete
the process of mourning. Note the huge accumulated frequency of tell,
especially once all of its forms or lemmas have been added together.
It is worth noting that the repeatable event associated with the+truth
ineluctably involves telling the truth. Furthermore, the segmentation along
the lines of analogue instrumentation, e.g. the ‘stochasteme’ would not
withstand scrutiny. ‘Knowing the truth’ would not be an ‘allostochast’ of
‘telling the truth’. Knowing the truth ought to favour the process of
justice without being used to defeat it, thus further denegrating the
victims. We shall see how this turns out as we progress through the
remaining steps. If it existed as a discipline, ‘stochastetics’ would
obfuscate what is simply a familiar and frequent form of narrative.
Narrative is a legitimate forensic tool in a world which has access to full
intrumentation for language. Further corpus annotation would only play into
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the hands of the TRC’s architects.
The process of waiver is often accompanied by the subornation of those who
are determined to obtain justice. Such attempts are often reported in the
press. The following vignette of one of Nelson Mandela’s reconciliatory
visits to undismantled (even as I write) bastions of white power shows
something of the dilemma.
...Then Mr Mandela hosted an extraordinary tea party where the widows
of former Afrikaner politicians mingled with the wives and widows of
leading black politicians. This was a resounding media success
although there were some sharp intakes of breath at the thought of
Steve Biko’s widow sipping tea with Mrs Vorster, the widow of B.J.
Vorster, who was Prime Minister when the anti-apartheid leader was
tortured to death in police custody. The Afrikaner ladies were full of
praise for the President’s legendary charm but Mrs Biko made it clear
that her family still want to take her husband’s murderers to court
and have not forgiven them.
(Source: The Times (22 August 1995) ‘Mandela’s reconciliation tea party
leaves blacks with a sour taste’, by R.W. Johnson)
Step Two:
The concordance lines for truth+and are located in Appendix B.
It is at this point that we may begin to reconsider Christina Lamb’s view
that the TRC was ‘thought up’. The collocates invite us to see her
terminology as an understatement. The dominance of the collocation profile
by the term reconciliation must surely begin to strike the reader as
suspicious. How does something which was thought up begin to dominate the
very corpus which we had come to regard as a reliable reflection of the
structure of language, culture and events? Has the effect of the advent of
the TRC effectively been to ‘buy space’ in the corpus? Is a corpus a form of
textual real estate which, in all likelihood, harbours squatters? (see
Appendix J, in which there are as few as three references in one hundred to
the crucifixion in a KWIC concordance for good+friday. This situation was
caused by the decision, possibly by Peter Mandelson MP, to name a peace
accord after Chistendom’s most holy day). However, to return to our reading,
we need to ask whether the collocate justice has been downplayed by the new
arrival? Or are we seeing the deliberate thwarting of justice, both in the
world and in the corpus? Can corpus linguistics offer us a diagnosis? The
collocational profile appears below.
Note that even if truth+and were not intended to be read as part of a
chained event, the term and would probably be felt, by a senior devil such
as C.S. Lewis’s Uncle Screwtape, to be suggestive of desirable forms of
semantic dilution:
My Dear Wormwood,
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The real trouble about the set your patient is living in is that it is
merely Christian...What we want, if men become Christians at all, is
to keep them in the state of mind I call ‘Christianity And’. You know,
Christianity and the Crisis, Christianity and the New Psychology,
Christianity and the New Order, Christianity and Faith Healing,
Christianity and Psychical Research, Christianity and Vegetarianism,
Christianity and Spelling Reform. If they must be Christians let them
at least be Christians with a difference. Substitute for the faith
itself some Fashion with a Christian colouring.
(C.S. Lewis, The Screwtape Letters.)
Step Two: Collocational profile for truth+and.
Collocates: 3

to

THE
106
COMMISSION* 17
A
13
HE
9
AN
7
WITH
6
BETWEEN
5
THERE
4
FROM
4

left

&

TO
FOR
THAT
IT
WE
TELLING
BY
SHE
TOLD

3 to
32
16
11
8
6
5
5
4
4

right

of

OF
AND
P
BUT
I
JUSTICE
YOU
BEAUTY 4
LIES

truth
30
14
11
7
6
5
5
UP
4

and
RECONCILIA* 20
IN
14
TELL
11
IS
7
ARE
6
NOT
5
TRUTH
5
4
WHO
4

The lower end of the frequency profile above presents a much more gentle and
humanitarian start than the upper end: the BOE is so large, well sampled and
accurate, that it is even sensitive to the Keatsian relationship between
truth and beauty. However, the seriousness of the infiltration deepens very
quickly as we ascend. Tell and its lemmas are, of course, still within the
collocative window, but notice what has happened: between them, the lemmas
of tell can now only equal, rather than surpass, the frequency of a new
apparent interloper: reconciliation.
It would be tempting to dismiss the term as part of a fixed expression, but
would this do justice to what is going on? We are being presented with what,
in Markovian terms, is a chained event. The shadowy authors of our target
text composed it deliberately in a very particular way, so that it could
only be read in that way. We need to remind ourselves of Churchill Mxenge’s
narrative above and compare it with the narrative which is being supplied by
the collocates from the BOE as our analysis progresses:
‘...The only exception created by the truth commission is that if the
criminals tell the truth, they will be forgiven’. (The Times, 18 June,
1995)
The key question is: ‘What might the victims have expected from the justice
system if this were not the case?’ Is waiver being enforced? If so, by whom?
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Is it the bench or the state or some foreign power or the New World Order,
or a combination of these? Are secret societies involved, and if so, at what
level? Perhaps we need an active rather than a passive form for Christina
Lamb’s sentence:
The truth commission was thought up as a safety valve for pent-up
hatred after the decades of white rule... (Emphasis added)
It is also instructive to examine at least one other collocate which appears
in Step 2 as we work our way towards the top of the frequency range, because
it marks another repeatable event within the TRC’s brief: apparent process.
The inventors of the TRC may be bent on extracting waiver, but if the
conspiracy is to succeed, this must be done plausibly. There must be
apparent process, during which the veracity of what is brought before the
TRC is seen to be tested, albeit insincerely and hence, fairly halfheartedly. When the method of SC Reading is used, there will always be a
narrative to tell us how the majority of the collocates are ‘minded’, to
carry Firth’s analogy of ‘keeping company’ further. True collocates should
always outnumber ‘rogue’ collocates. Where rogue collocates appear to
dominate, they will do so in ways which are suggestive of learned or fixed
expressions. As a result, the notion of naturalness may need expansion to
embrace the idea of naturalness across large swathes of the corpus. It would
be a form of ‘virtual’ naturalness. This underpins the basis of the type of
forensic reading which this paper proposes.
The collocate which enshrines the notion of ‘due process’ is between. It
occurs five times. The history of the TRC and its work is of no great
relevance to the concerns of this paper. Only the victims will be able to
relate whether their testimony was brushed aside on technicalities (such as
an inability to prove a political motive; or where some of the crimes
occurred geographically outside South Africa, as occurred in the case
against Dr Wouter Basson. Basson was fully acquitted of wrongdoing at the
end of his trial in South Africa. The question of noting an appeal continues
to surface from time to time. In his case a large number of Namibians he was
alleged to have killed, were ruled by the judge to be irrelevant to his
trial in South Africa (sic). Perhaps the murderers’ testimony was accepted
in a very truncated or perfunctory form by the TRC. If this occurred, we
would need to know how often it did so. If the outcome was driven by an
obvious desire for waiver, some of these symptoms would have been extremely
likely to appear. The victims, between them, could doubtless, even now,
assemble a list of abuses of process towards the mounting of a class action
and/or the prosecution of an appeal.
Once details of this kind became known, forensic linguists could analyse
each case, in turn, as examples of ‘thwarted events’. However, knowing or
telling the difference between truth and lies would have been expected as
part of due process in a pre-New World Order and a pre-TRC world and the
concordance which follows is added in order to demonstrate that expectation,
even though it forms no explicit part in the wording of the target text
under investigation.
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MicroConcord search SW: between truth
80 characters per entry
Sort : 2R/SW
1
2

shifted -2 characters.

semantics and pragmatics, between truth conditions and conditions of thinks
thinks that the equation made between truth and assertion amounts to no more

d

3

problem of the relationship between truth and beauty. Unravelling the truth -

4

she crosses the narrow border between truth and crime. If the point of the film

5
6
7
8
9
10

is a shadowy limbo, between truth and dare. <p> One thing is certain,
to mean. `The relationship between truth and error that prevails in

ill

if the very distinction between truth and falsehood is abandoned as a

c

man can come to discriminate between Truth and falsehood, to discern between
unable to distinguish between truth and falsehood, but his senses, now
grew up unable to distinguish between truth and falsehood, falsehood and truth,

11

don’t readily distinguish between truth and falsehood; they have little pap

12

that there is an asymmetry between truth and falsehood; no statements can be

13
14
15

child, blurring the line between truth and fancy and spinning all

difficu

from that indeterminate area between truth and fantasy which Goya made his she
illustrates the distance between truth and fantasy better than that of

16

or understand the difference between truth and fantasy. <p> Between 4 and 7,

17

he constantly blurs the lines between truth and fantasy. Most of the time, it’s

18
19

treading a borderline between truth and fiction . <p> You find yourself
can no longer differentiate between truth and fiction, good and evil,

War,

20

and fakers with no clear line between truth and fiction. So the histrionics of

21

difficulty in distinguishing between truth and fiction. A few years after and

22

that you know the difference between truth and hype. A magazine that won’t

23

concealment. The relationship between truth and illusion is one of fiction’s

24

exists. <p> The distinction between truth and illusion is a major one. The

25

who are able to distinguish between truth and its appearance, to the original

m

26

we leave distinctions between truth and its representation behind.

27

who are able to distinguish between truth and its appearance, to the original

28

of cases, to distinguish between truth and lies, humbug and principle,

29
30

u

lives in a grey area between truth and lies, and that legislative
up.” In New Labour’s world between truth and lies, those on List 05 are the

31

paper provided a battleground between truth and money. <p> But Rowland knew how

32

there is no separation between truth and myth. To the Navajo, all

33

As the media’s battle between truth and propaganda comes to a close

34

War, believes the struggle between truth and ratings has only just begun: We

35

when you are suspended between truth and reality in the strange mystique

36

considering the difference between truth and reality. The truth of the conce

37
38
39
40
41

difficult to distinguish between truth and rumour in these cases.” Indian
very difficult to distinguish between truth and self perception, because we are
distinction <p> in extension between truth and superassertibility (78-9).

t

the order of determination between truth and superassertibility. <p> There
a Sunday # and nothing stands between truth and tyranny but ... Ben Affleck.

It would be far too convenient for us, or for deeply perturbed counsel, or
for the South African Government and its allies, to argue that we shall
never know what the state of the language and the corpus was in a pre-TRC
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world.
They would doubtless like us to accept the collocability of truth
and reconciliation as a fait accompli. Remember, instrumentation for
language arrived in 1985, when the apartheid regime was still fully
entrenched and involved in its ‘final onslaught’ against its opponents. It
is impossible to know whether Sinclair’s research was being monitored
secretly in the 80s and, if so, when this process began. His first corpus
project conducted between 1965 and 1969 is only now being fully reported
(Sinclair: personal communication). However, rather than attempt to trace
the contents of the corpus during its development in the early 90s, as this
led to the formation of the BOE (for example, 33 million words were
available as part of any single request in 1992), it may be better to test
our hypothesis, as far back as the advent of digital instrumentation in
1985, that truth and reconciliation are utterly unrelated collocationally.
This is possible through access to the Main and Reserve Corpora upon which
the first edition of the Cobuild English Language Dictionary was based. The
proof, if any were needed, is contained in the following concordances from
that ground-breaking corpus, which totally disproves the prediction John
Lyons had made only a few years earlier:
Nevertheless, there are many practitioners and theorists of the social
sciences who seem to feel, quite wrongly, that there is something
unscientific about the postulation of entities and processes that
cannot be described in physical terms. Thanks largely to Chomsky, this
feeling is now less common than it once was among linguists; and
linguistics is, in consequence, a richer and more interesting
discipline. (Lyons, 1981:244)
With hindsight, these words seem reminiscent of the speech made by Neville
Chamberlain in 1939, after he had received reassurances on a scrap of paper
from Adolf Hitler to the effect that war could be averted. Linguistics was,
as Lyons wrote the paragraph above, already a harder science than he
proposed or even believed possible. In 1981, Cobuild was being developed
largely under wraps. Without Lyons’s knowledge, linguistics was already
unlikely to settle willingly for the reductionism to intuitive pap of its
scientific method. The crucial evidence from the first large Cobuild corpora
has, below, been carefully re-keyed from the microfiche on which it appears.
Truth and reconciliation are simply not collocates in 1985.
MicroConcord search SW: reconciliation
80 characters per entry
Sort : 1R/SW

unshifted.

1 out there isn’t all bad. It is a reconciliation, a reinstatement of closeness. I
2 involved in divorce, separation, reconciliation and affairs, isn’t it time the T
3 ooke of New York held a mass of “reconciliation and peace’ after Sands’s death,
4

our essential message of racial reconciliation and it blurred what I wanted to

5 erms that there would never be a reconciliation and would she please let me cont
6 rther blow to Vatican hopes of a reconciliation and a clear signal to Pope John
7 uts, emerged as the champions of reconciliation between Afrikaans- and English8

connecting link, and a possible reconciliation between the two objectives, I su

9 here were also periods of uneasy reconciliation, finally shattered when the dign
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10 m into the patterns of unity and reconciliation for which it craved. The self-en
11 contrast to the dawning hopes of reconciliation in Western Europe through the Ec
12 deal places for sleep, argument, reconciliation, insatiable illicit love. At fir
13 was not angling for some sort of reconciliation; it was far more as if I must be
14 n which human reason can find no reconciliation lies in the fact that this total
15 , no one now living has any real reconciliation of these truths or modes. There
16 welfare services; the second the reconciliation of full employment with relative
17 s, between which there can be no reconciliation: on the one hand, a world which
18 ed that no

detail of the budget reconciliation package be allowed to

jeopardis

19 ca said that the last scene, the reconciliation, should have come first, and the
20 d of The Tempest is, you get the reconciliation, the lost child is restored, and
21 to make up for “last night’, and reconciliation was easy. She told me more about
22 y even when, through his agency, reconciliation was offered. Vassiliou, oddly en
23 ven managed, dimly, to begin the reconciliation with my rural background. School
24 id Lloyd George. It began with a reconciliation with Northcliffe though he was s
25 ent was on its own, to make what reconciliation would be found possible with its

(Source: Cobuild Main Corpus, 1985: Re-keyed from Lexicographers’ Microfiche
Sheet R 005)
MicroConcord search SW: reconc*
80 characters per entry
Sort : 1R/SW

shifted -4 characters.

1 aby as a gesture of apology and reconciliation, <1please?>1, Ira, Tennessee is n
2 the International Fellowship of Reconciliation, a Christian organisation. It als
3

with <p 517> Miss Crabbe. This reconciliation and the wonderful holiday to look

4 ther blow to Varican hopes of a reconciliation and a clear signal to Pope John P
5 sehood. Through his advocacy of reconciliation and his renunciation of class GW
6

beginning of the fmal scene of reconciliation and justice. To the rage of the p

7 y, was the prophet of universal reconciliation and concord. Lenin’s struggle aga
8 p before this meeting of family reconciliation - and that in effect, once the me
9 oo has hastily stage- managed a reconciliation, and so successfully that she was
10 n a beautifully sung quartet of reconciliation as each one finds his or her true
11 ely evolving harmony, a growing reconciliation, as part of the movement towards
12 had no fear that she expected a reconciliation because he had wanted to sleep wi
13

1963 when Macmillan achieved a reconciliation between them. There was nothing e

14 social systems. There can be no reconciliation between Com -munism and capilatis
15 he local community (‘to talk of reconciliation between the middle and working cl
16 he <p323>

environment;

ethnic reconciliation between those who speak German Fr

17 ge about the imminent practical reconciliation between theory and practice, and
18 moment, grace conquers sin, and reconciliation bridges the gulf of estrangement.
19 he time they were negotiating a reconciliation brought Il Valentino’s terms to t
20

followed the party line over a reconciliation. But I bet you they got it throug

21 g by the seashore in search for reconciliation. But mother wont botch the job. M
22 tion and the preachers of class reconciliation indeed were, they were being driv
23 man to resist a quickening. His reconciliation involved a distinction between th
24 felt a great peace and sense of reconciliation. It seemed the breasts I suckled
25 choric scene of forgiveness and reconciliation --just as Humboldt, with <10edipu
26 ter worth their while to seek a reconciliation. “Machiavelli gave the boy an ang
27 worse than ever. She was making reconciliation noises right up until the last mo
28 nquiry, public concern over the reconciliation of the needs of road traffic and
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29

constantle requires the living reconciliation of opposites which, in strict log

30 r there could be scope for some reconciliation of possible airport and strategic
31 y of tone, to lead to a general reconciliation of opposites. In order to observe
32 ‘m trying to approach a kind of reconciliation of rational and irrational factor
33 iberty, are hardly started. The reconciliation of these interests is a dynamic p
34 by. “201 Bakunin’s recipe for a reconciliation of mass spontaneity with moral gu
35 very intention of effect- ing a reconciliation on renegotiated terms. She had ac
36 anon’s confer- ence of national reconciliation opens. The Lebanese government is
37 ence on the other, of universal reconciliation or the victory of the best. Sorel
38 d that no

detail of the budget reconciliation package be allowed to

jeopardize

39 a, the denouement of history in reconciliation, retribution, and harmony. “The t
40 ine. “Isn’t there a chance of a reconciliation?” she asked. “I was hoping this t
41 ir great love for it that rough reconciliation that many of us had to look at. A
42 ong them. Along another axis of reconciliation, the Reverend Jack Van Dyke was b
43 ustained by a faith in eventual reconciliation, the redress of wrongs, harmony,
44 s, although also a fairly adept reconciliation. The conquest by the Americans by
45 ally-minded called it a time of reconciliation. The weather was nicer, of course
46 th a mood of national and class reconciliation. There was the danger of stunting
47 y’s imperialists, implied class reconciliation under the banner of national resu
48 wering his own question, such a reconciliation was possible. The legislators of
49

to support peaceful change and reconciliation? Well, the Council’s pamphlet set

50 diciary system. I was aiming at reconciliation. When Dayton’s proposal came to a
51 nce more a recognition of and a reconciliation with reality GW 0177 249 not take
52 ust with the world and blissful reconciliation with it. Belinsky seems to have b
53 ainst the actual”, in place of “reconciliation with reality”, opens up a new dia
54 ong to become horrified by his “reconciliation with base reality, with all the f
55 ant The Bomb. There could be no reconciliation with a man who took off his shoes
56 most superstitious motive in my reconciliation with Patricia. Things had started
57

(b) THE UNIVERSAL IDEA AND THE RECONCILIATION with it The personal misery of un

58

in separate correspondence for reconciliation with the original docu- ment by t

59

meeting was essentially one of reconciliation?’ “Yes.’ “And that the mood was a

(Source:
Cobuild
Reserve
Corpus,
Lexicographers’Microfiche Sheet R 005)

1985:

Re-keyed

from

3.1.1 The Role of Monitor Corpora
Corpus development is always concerned with the question of balance.
Sinclair (1991) was the first scholar to use a monitor corpus, whose
function he describes initially as follows:
...it became clear that the whole idea of a corpus of finite size was
flawed. Any corpus is such a tiny sample of language in use that there
can be little finality in the statistics...The idea of a monitor
corpus was born. Sources of language text in electronic form would be
fed on a daily basis across filters which retrieve evidence as
necessary. (1991:9)
The concept becomes more powerful and exciting as corpora become larger and
Sinclair looks forward to a time, which has now arrived, where it is
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possible ‘to create a new kind of corpus, one which has no final extent
because, like the language itself, it keeps on developing’(1991:25). This
vision may well be in the process of being end-stopped by HarperCollins
publishers. Cobuild staff have been reduced to one part-time individual and
plans for a third edition of the dictionary appear either to be stalled or
have been abandoned. However, whatever commercial decisions are made, the
central academic and disciplinary commitment set out above by Sinclair
remains unaltered.
The design features of the monitor corpus are determined by the researcher
and this suits the concerns set out in this paper. Although one of the
filters used at Cobuild during corpus development (called AVIATOR) provided
a daily list of ‘new’ words which it had found, it may not have been up to
the task of detecting new institutions, such as the TRC, or indeed the
presence of invented or ‘rogue’ collocates, such as reconciliation entering
truth’s collocational window, and vice versa. However, if these refinements
were missing, they could today be set in place quite easily. To suggest that
the political will to do so might need to be found would be unacceptable and
an open violation of academic freedom of the type referred to in an earlier
footnote.
There is evidence also in the superb Cobuild Dictionary of English
Collocations on CD ROM (1995) that monitor corpora missed the arrival of
truth within four words of reconciliation. This evidence is easily detected
in the obvious difficulty experienced by at least one of the CD ROM’s human
compilers. In setting out and dividing up the screen for the examples of
reconciliation in the environment of truth, the lexicographer is seemingly
forced to repeat lines through sheer frustration at not finding occurrences
of these purported collocates which are both sufficient and varied to
warrant inclusion in a dictionary. Apart from the fixed expression ‘TRC’,
and references to the way it purports to function, the collocates truth and
reconciliation simply do not come up within the corpus and in everyday
contexts at the time of the CD’s compilation. Hence, that portion of screen
space reserved for creating a sense of balance, had somehow or other to be
filled, and the lexicographer was forced to resort to repetition (see
below). That the line ‘...seeking their reconciliation...’ should have to
appear twice (6&7) and the line ‘...no reconciliation, until...’ appear
three times (15-17) on a screen of only 20 or so examples, is conclusively
indicative of the fact that any significant free-standing use of the
collocate in 1995 is non-existent. This finding corroborates the situation
reported above in the Reserve and Main Corpora of 1985. Even the repeated
lines appear to be confined to explanations of the obtuse workings of an
invented institution, busily driving forward its main agenda of securing
waiver from the victims of apartheid in South Africa. Compare what follows
with the contents of Appendix F, which comprises the product of a search of
the Bank of English for the expression truth+3justice. The facility for
finding justice within a specifiable distance from truth is both a triumph
for those who programmed the old version of ‘Lookup’ and a vindication of
the superiority of collocation over stochastic processes, important though
the latter are, in determining chained events and fraudulent departures from
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them.
MicroConcord search SW: reconciliation
80 characters per entry
Sort : 1R/SW

unshifted.

1

the country where the Truth and Reconciliation Commission has held more than 3,

2

stion the work of the truth and reconciliation commission. The rebuff against G

3

ly cooperate with the Truth and Reconciliation Commission. She says it’s import

4

of the Commission for Truth and Reconciliation, expected later this year, will

5

osed.A commission for truth and reconciliation has been set up to investigate c

6

ttle of opinions, seeking their reconciliation in the higher truth to which the

7

ttle of opinions, seeking their reconciliation in the higher truth to which the

8

ecial `commission for truth and reconciliation”. It describes the cases and giv

9

tional Commission for Truth and Reconciliation. Its members were given nine mon

10

d by a commission for truth and reconciliation” made up of seven lawyers from a

11

gain and again to the themes of reconciliation, of telling the truth, of tolera

12

tional Commission for Truth and Reconciliation - Their mandate was to come up w

13

y, the Commission for Truth and Reconciliation - They will be bringing out thei

14

tional Commission for Truth and Reconciliation, to prepare a report on violatio

15

esty, there can be no truth, no reconciliation, until those criminals are broug

16

esty, there can be no truth, no reconciliation, until those criminals are broug

17

esty, there can be no truth, no reconciliation, until those criminals are broug

18

been commissioned for truth and reconciliation which is now investigating the c

19

ment’s commission for truth and reconciliation, which are investigating more th

20

he names--reflect the truth and reconciliation within, I would say, the limits

(Source: The Cobuild Dictionary of English Collocations on CD ROM, 1995)
This evidence is of greater importance than one might imagine. In order to
appreciate its full implications, one has to return to Markov and his
research. One of the key issues in more recent attempts to revive Markov’s
approach has been the creation of Markovian automata in order to mimic
natural language through the prediction of the probabilities of transitions.
The automaton can never produce natural, authentic English text. A major
experimental consideration has always been to determine which fails first:
the machine or the human being? Our target text involves about four
transitions. An automaton which fails after two transitions produces text
like the first passage below, reported by Levelt (1974, Vol.II: 165). The
second passage quoted is a fourth order text, closest in Markovian terms to
our target text; the fifth order text which follows it, dutifully fails
after five transitions, and so on (1974, Vol.II: 168).
SECOND ORDER: the head and in frontal attack on an English writer that
the character of this point is therefore another method for the letter
that the tired of who even told the problem for an unexpected...
FOURTH ORDER: went to movies with a man I used to go toward Harvard
Square in Cambridge is mad fun for...
FIFTH ORDER: road in the country was insane especially in dreary rooms
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where they have some books to buy for studying Greek
In the case of our target text, the Markov process would not fail on an
input file such as all of the BOE, precisely because its authors have
furnished, in the form of electronic newspapers, adopted into the BOE, the
very probabilities which are required in order for the deception to hold.
This is precisely the problem Cherry (1957:39) mentions at the beginning of
this paper. However, this time the transitions would always be the TRC’s
transitions, not Shakespeare’s! However, if the input file were the Cobuild
Main and Reserve Corpora as they stood in 1985, the fourth and fifth order
Markov automata would fail, because there was at that time no transitional
probability between truth and reconciliation. It had still to be created as
a form of ‘event fraud’ in terms of Contextual Prosodic Theory (Louw, 2000).
Yet, justice, as a collocate, would not suffer the same fate, whichever
corpus was used. It is the older legitimate event, whose ends had to be
perverted and defeated by and through the creation of the TRC.
To answer the question of which fails first, the Markovian automaton or the
human reader, the answer is that the human reader fails. This is because
human readers from all walks of life, lexicographers, the general public and
the apartheid victims themselves have been converted into sane rather than
Markovian automata, who will accept rather than question a fraudulent chunk
of language because it has been cunningly presented to them and has the
entirely dubious locus standi of repeatedly appearing in print. Theirs was a
failure of critical literacy in the information age3. It is significant, too,
that the fifth order passage quoted above was reported by Chomsky and Miller
3

The extent to which deception is still possible in the information age
must, as a result of this paper and other developments in corpus
linguistics, be considered to be in doubt. The concordance for carlyle+group
(Appendix I), completely undermines American and British attempts to justify
their own role in the war against Iraq. The family of George W. Bush not
only employs a former British Prime Minister and other British MPs, but owns
companies which manufacture weapons, tanks and rockets. In addition, the
Carlyle Group has the bin Laden family on its list of investors. The
concordance states that Carlyle and bin Laden agreed to part company by
‘mutual consent’ shortly after the 11th September 2001. A failure to mention
these facts as part of the campaign for war in Iraq, not only brushes aside
glaring conflicts of interest, but, considering that the Bush family is
likely to profit from every shot fired, must be considered apparent
fraudulent non-disclosure. Details such as these must, of course, be read
along with the plagiarism of an eight year old doctoral thesis by staffers
at 12 Downing Street, in order to justify war as a clear and present danger.
Material in the concordance will also exacerbate matters which led to the
death of Dr David Kelly.
The date and time of the concordance request have been included in Appendix
I, because Jeremy Clear of Cobuild reported a few days after this date, that
the Bank of English had been entered by hackers.
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(1963). The former dismisses Markov grammars in 1957, but is still,
inexplicably, researching them on the eve of his scathing attack on corpora
in Aspects of the Theory of Syntax in 1964. Why? Perhaps the man who, more
than any other, was to keep the community of linguists operating inside the
mind for almost 50 years, foresaw, even within flawed and (then)
computationally simplistic Markov processes, the possibilities that both
instrumentation and a rival to intuition might begin to emerge. As a result,
the retreat into mentalism quickly acquired or was given its much-vaunted
status as ‘The Chomsky Revolution’. In any event, the motives for this
protracted dabbling in Markovian processes by one whose ‘...distaste for
“statistics of usage”...is now legendary,’(de Beaugrande, 1991:186), must
surely warrant further scrutiny. That a man whose equally legendary liberal
politics should seek, in his linguistic theory, to eschew authenticity and
functionalism and champion instead intuition, and even then only within the
political comfort zone of the made-up sentence, also points to the need for
further investigation. The politics of linguistic theory must itself now
have become an open subject for corpus-driven investigation.
Even if stochastic probability and semantic prosodies, between them, had
been inadequate for the purpose of persuading the victims of apartheid to
waive, traditional psycholinguistic research would probably, at the time the
plans were laid, have done the job just as easily. The same G.A. Miller,
who had colloborated with Chomsky in the Markovian research referred to
above, is reported by Levelt to have demonstrated in 1962:
...that verbal memory is particularly sensitive to the grouping of
words into units of a certain size, and ... in the perception of
speech ... size roughly corresponds to the phrase, i.e. nominal,
verbal and other linguistically defined phrases containing two to six
words. (Levelt, 1974, Vol.III: 75).
At five words, our target text, which continues to deceive millions of human
rights victims who have a cause of action, would seem to fall comfortably
within Miller’s optimal window of verbal memory. Thus we see a form of
language which purports to mirror legal process, fitting in with all the
implications for recency effects and suasion that Miller’s psychological
research saw as a major part of its objectives.
Step Three
The concordance lines for and+reconciliation are located in Appendix C.
In the chained event with which we are working, the replacement of justice
as an expected outcome, with enforced waiver in the form of reconciliation,
is handled with great skill by the lawyers and spin doctors who must have
thought up the TRC. Both collocates are made to seem like ‘rewards’ of equal
value. However, as Churchill Mxenge notes earlier, the only thing which
singles out the TRC as exceptional is the fact that it is the criminals who
are rewarded with forgiveness. The choice of going to trial is not afforded
the victims, even on constitutional appeal. The Constitutional Court of
South Africa dismisses the Biko appeal for ordinary justice. Its apparent
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bias is reflected in the fact that the appellants before the Constitutional
Court are unnamed (in the law report of the Constitutional appeal) and,
hence, apparently not regarded as persons before the law in the new South
Africa any more than Steve Biko was under the apartheid regime. This
situation bears out Biko’s chilling prophecy quoted at the beginning of this
paper. Even the new leaders of an independent South Africa seem to have gone
out of their way to profane his memory. This is the kind of omission that
reverses the gains of the revolution and causes the new government and its
activities into the future to be regarded with suspicion. Australian
journalist, John Pilger in a BBC Hard Talk interview noted with concern that
South Africa has not been allowed economic independence.
And yet, as we read our target text, there is a sense that the victims are
getting some form of reward. How is that false sense of reward created? It
is created fraudulently within the victims’ prior knowledge of language, but
without their conscious awareness! It is in Step 3 that the spin doctors are
at their most cunning: they use an extremely rare form of semantic prosody,
i.e a positive semantic prosody (Louw, 1993), to sell the idea of waiver.
The semantic prosody operates on the term reconciliation, and this runs from
right to left in this case, in apparent conflict with the stochastic
process. In the language, negative semantic prododies far outnumber positive
ones. Hunston and Thompson (2001:18) refer to the phenomenon and Joanna
Channell refers to it in detail, in the same volume, in a chapter entitled
‘Corpus-Based Analysis of Evaluative Lexis’(2001:38-55).
The positive semantic prosody carries with it a full range of desirable
characteristics and states. All of these accompany reconciliation ‘as
equals’, because the stochastic pair is and+reconciliation. Note the huge
frequency of forgiveness in the table below. The collocates within their
prior knowledge as readers, are borne in upon the troubled minds of the
victims as an illusory haven of peace and deliverance. However, it is not
only all in the mind, as Steve Biko foresaw in the quotation with which this
paper begins, but it is still an illusion on the ground today, within months
of the TRC’s already postponed purported final report. Archbishop Tutu, the
Chairman of the TRC, as recently as August 2002, is quoted on the subject of
the class action being brought in Switzerland by lawyer Edward Fagan against
banks and companies who benefited from apartheid. Tutu’s view is that the
private sector ought to compensate apartheid’s victims in the same way that
holocaust victims have finally and reluctantly compensated as a result of
Fagan’s earlier class action to assist them. Can there be a better admission
from the TRC’s own chairman, that the proposed compensation, which has
already been drastically trimmed to 40,000 Rands per victim (from R130,000)
is a paltry sum which degrades the victims further. The victims’ cause is
further villified as the government in its public advertisements refers to
the matter as ‘healing the past’. Most people probably thought that
compensation was to have been collected from the TRC itself. The sad fact
though, is that waiver is waiver, especially when it is dressed up and the
right to compensation, de jure, evaporates with it. However, we now need to
study the language in greater detail in which the fake reward is enshrined.
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Step Three
Collocates: 3
THE
FOR
TO
AFRICA 14
HE
WAS
WHICH
THIS
HEALING
FORUM
WILL
WORK
TIME
UNITY
BEING
SAID

to

91
46
23
IS
9
7
6
5
5
4
4
4
3
3
3
3

left

&

TRUTH
OF
THAT
10
ON
JUSTICE
REPORT 6
IT
BY
UP
THROUGH
ARE
AT
ONE
WITH
H

3 to
69
45
21
P
9
7
WE
5
5
4
4
4
3
3
3
3

right

of

and

COMMISSION*
IN
SOUTH
9
COMMITTEE
BE
6
AS
HAVE
NOT
SERVICE
SET
LOVE
CALLED 3
FROM
ALL

reconciliation
58
PEACE
50
26
AND
25
16
FORGIVENES* 15
THAT
9
7
NEW
7
7
BUT
7
BEFORE 5
5
HAS
5
5
MR
5
4
PROCESS
4
4
DIALOGUE
4
3
SPIRIT 3
3
CO-OPERATI* 3
PERSONAL
3
3
SEEKING
3
3

Any attempt to disengage from the implications of this positive semantic
prosody would seem ungracious, unChristian, unpatriotic and vengeful.
Another reason why the prosody is so powerfully positive is because it is
positive to the right as well as the left! Its aura drives us in both
directions to imbue the chained event with a sense of peace and stasis
which, in reality, it does not possess. Just in case the bewildered victim
wished to ask as part of his or her own personal narrative, ‘...and then
what?’, we find that the prosody on reconciliation+and is arguably even more
compelling. Its concordance lines appear in Appendix E. It is in these lines
that we find the unkindest cut of all for the victims: the re-emergence of
the collocate which the spin doctors expressly set out to hide: justice
(Appendix E, 61-64). The victim who has waived and can expect nothing at
all, must now be persuaded by the collocate justice that he/she has received
justice as part of waiver. Treason has done its work. The ideological
strategy is to ply the victims with the collocates, e.g. healing in the form
of propaganda (Appendix C, 36-40; Appendix E, 46, 47, and 143). Louw (2000)
notes the following example in which a victim is incapable of believing and
therefore of stating sincerely that the TRC has brought about healing.
Instead the victim uses the term cause, which here is not only indicative of
insincerity, but symptomatic of trauma.
The same form of insincerity applies to the language used by the TRC’s
proponents, when they refer to the TRC’s activities as mass justice or
even to spreading justice! The term mass writes its authors’
insincerity through the term’s most frequent collocates: murder,
destruction, grave, unemployment, etc. How can waiver possibly be
justice? The answer is: ‘Only in the mind of someone who could allow
the corpus to read them for having called their own treason mass
justice!’ It is reminiscent of Tacitus’s famous line: Solitudinem
faciunt, pacem apellant:’ They make a desert and call it peace.
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Where the spirit of a TRC fails, it is useful to have statements by a
distinguished judge in charge of the UN War Crimes’ Tribunal for Rwanda, Mrs
Navanethem Pillay, who also appears inexplicably, to have forgotten the
distinction between retributive justice and waiver. This apparent amnesia
has apparently earned rather than prevented her recent elevation to the
bench of the International Criminal Court [ICC].
Truth and Reconciliation Commissions are expedient political solutions
devised by governments to deal with the past, to deal with atrocities
of past regimes...In many countries, such as Cambodia, you have many
members of the past regime and current government still sitting in
power. There I imagine they would have difficulty in prosecutions or
truth commissions dealing with atrocities committed by the very people
who are still holding power. I see The Truth and Reconciliation
Commission and prosecution as complementary processes. They go
together...They are not in competition. The South African Truth and
Reconciliation Commission certainly did not rule out criminal
prosecution. People have been prosecuted, where it was found that the
crimes that they committed were serious, or they had not come out with
the truth. To families, such as the family of Steven Biko, who had
been murdered in detention, these were dissatisfied because their
rights to prosecution and compensation were denied by the Truth and
Reconciliation process. (emphasis added) (African Legal Aid: AprilJune 2001)
In this interview, we find a deliberate attempt to make TRC and prosecution
sound as though they are virtually identical. The learned judge confesses
that the TRC ‘did not rule out’ criminal prosecution, but she then goes on
the to criticise Biko’s family for being dissatisfied and then admits that
the TRC denied them the right to launch a prosecution against his murderers.
She makes no reference to the fact that the Constitutional Court of South
Africa is not an extension of the TRC, but, in the event, chose to behave
like one. Mixed messages of this kind bring institutions into disrepute.
They show disrespect for national heroes and degrade the victims further.
The findings of this paper bear out the judge’s view that TRCs are
‘expedient political solutions’. But, does the process of their manufacture
show in what they are called and do they truly have the status of due
process? The same event in The Bank of English, a corpus of language from
and for a people of Europe would suggest not. As Biko predicts, the courts
have joined the conspiracy and ‘...anything else they do to the same black
people becomes logical’. Such logic cannot but tarnish the justice system
and prompt change within it.
Step Four
The concordance lines for reconciliation+commission appears as Appendix D.
The search for reconciliation+commission can almost be dispensed with. The
TRC is resident in the corpus with so little variation that we may safely
omit the list of collocates. The TRC is homogeneous, just as its architects
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planned. The damage has been done. The product now has to be given the seal
of authority. Waiver is somehow fundamentally noble and has to be enshrined
as a Commission! Of course, waiver has, by now, been cleverly equated with
healing and forgiveness as part of the plan to manipulate the operation of
everyone’s prior knowledge. Waiver is part of nobody’s tradition and
culture. Only the weak, tortured, depressed and diffident waive. It is a
sign of cowardice. But, forgiveness is a different matter: it is proof of
the spirit of humanism inherent in African culture. It even has a name:
Ubuntu. Perhaps ubuntu now has the status of legislation and overriding
precedent. The Constitutional Court of South Africa certainly seems to think
so. Ubuntu is no longer optional. It is mandatory. It is hoped that the TRC
will keep 40,000 aggrieved victims of apartheid out of the courts. This may
free the people’s courts for their more important role as instruments for
the indirect rule of independent South Africa.

4. Conclusion
The need to write this paper might have been averted if the architects of
the TRC had called their Commission by some other name. Spin doctors invent
names every day. There would have been no fraud in calling it the New Dawn
Commission or the Sunrise Commission. This paper had to be written because
TRC, as a title, purports to offer the illusion of process and of precedent.
Tragically, many South Africans who deserved better from their country’s
institutions, have been deceived by a form of language into abandoning their
claims, or have been forced by the highest court in the land to go without a
local remedy. However, a well known legal maxim is that process perched upon
fraud will collapse and become null and void and of no further force and
effect. International remedies beckon.
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band. We might as well accept the truth and carry on.” <p> IT’S this selfif Lord Widgery would acknowledge the truth, and concluded that he had not. The
The SNCF is refusing to admit the truth and is playing disinformation with
to those who seek after the truth, and if it makes life even a little
on the offensive yesterday after the Truth and Reconciliation Commission
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are thinking you know all the truth and thinking that there is no truth

8 ; and you will know the truth, and the truth will make you free.”

Christianity,

9 `Then you will know the truth, and the truth will set you free.” ( Danlo reminde
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the male order would
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and

fell out when Tommy discovered the truth and he went to jail for assaulting
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lot. If nothing else, the Truth and Reconciliation Commission has
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why we need you to help us expose the truth and resist what the Christian hear
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its entirety for sex itself, for the truth and the sovereignty of sex. Sex is
Brenner starts digging for the truth and discovers a trail of lies,
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Nothing could be further from the truth, and I received many, many more
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the Spirit, from the Word, from the Truth, and we fall into ourselves, into
nothing could be further from the truth, and it only proves that I am
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way forward is always to grasp the truth and stick to it. You are usually
so the American people can have the truth. And to the degree that any
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re mad, because you know you have The Truth. And the harder people tried to get
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as the man said, if you have the truth and the legend, print the legend. c
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of deliberately <p> hiding the truth, and he pledged never to lie again.
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The more ethical of them told him the truth and offered him an approach to his
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you free.” ( Danlo reminded him, `the truth is the truth.” And if you go tellin
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churches and media ignored the truth and became propagandists for the
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62 the truth. And if we do believe in the truth, to mcnabb’s improved profile and t
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Everything Rose said there is the truth. And what he said there is what I’

64

grip on what they think is the truth and seek a better understanding of
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parody of Christianity? That is the truth, and that is what you will tell Mr
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More lies? Oddly enough, this is the truth, and this is what really
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in real business, but it is the truth and it will happen. Profits are not
Danlo reminded him, `the truth is the truth.” And if you go telling it

procl

where the money goes. This is the truth and this is what’s happening. The
to the authorities. Which is the truth. And then he also told me that I
positiive. The Dharma Blossom is the truth, and the truth will finally
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the time? Laughter) Andre: It’s the truth, and you know it. Marvin: You know,
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now remarried. But she told Jamie the truth and he passed the secret on to his
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t believe me. She wanted to know the truth and every detail.” <p> Johnson was
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sensed it was better not to know the truth, and I did not attempt to find out.
thing that matters is that I know the truth and your parents believe me.” <p>
my disciples; and you will know the truth, and the truth will make you free.”
because I will at least know the truth, and so will anyone else who cares
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me go cold, as though they know the truth and are trying to stir things. If
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Jesus said, `Then you will know the truth, and the truth will set you free.”
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and grow. The chance to know the truth and to grieve” may well lift
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that his daughter should know the truth and that it was his job, since he
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meaning for you: `You shall know the truth and the truth will make you free.”
About Father Darrow knowing the truth?” and suddenly, in a miraculous
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a bad boy. But the manager knows the truth and it doesn’t bother him as long
they owed her husband at least the truth, and she had answered that he might
ahead is if my public don’t like The Truth and only want to hear the old
she was Arthur hadn’t told me the truth, and that she’d no idea he’d

use

the truth you’ve got to tell me the truth. And her says now <ZGY> she says er
with titles like Simple Minds: the Truth and Springsteen: An American this w
have been guilty. Nevertheless, the truth and the shame remain: Sacco and
one believe that they have now the truth, and that all that has gone before
Alan Smith, Carina. You obeyed the truth and your souls were made pure. But
around his bedroom. In October, the Truth and Reconciliation Committee
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this week named the 17 members of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, s ca
There are various shades of the truth and I would say his is distinctly
a reasonable semblance of the truth and always make fascinating

month

you have a sense of some of the truth and you know exactly where to go
truth. Acting on the knowledge of the truth and of understanding it is the main
of the intermediate strategy of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission,
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emphasizes a certain aspect of the Truth and even typifies that aspect speec
only interested in the pursuit of the truth and we look forward to seeing
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which does, however, grind out the truth, and haute cuisine and high fashion
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a long haul before I found out the truth, and by the time I did, it was a
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who had obviously sniffed out the truth, and she may have panicked at her
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there are layers and layers over the truth and huge mechanisms around it. It
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months before making it public. The Truth and Reconciliation Commission, set
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000 savings vanished he realised the truth and confiscated her cheque book and
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Why do you refuse to recognize the truth and believe in the Son of God? it c
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in the introduction. `I can see the truth and simplicity in the portraits of

118 ton tells the truth, and sometimes the truth is
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18 <p> Jesus said: I am the wa

trust their government to speak the truth (and not only the Government, but
I think Draskovic is speaking the truth and most people agree with what he’
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with Sergio. I simply spoke the truth and if Marco has a problem with me
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b: Immediately tell the spouse the truth and begin a torrid affair with him/
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a divine commission to spread the truth and as a result we have a lot of fo
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did know, he has failed to tell the truth, and if he did not know, then if Lo
us for two years, but if we tell the truth and do not try to gild the lily --
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here’s how it is. I always tell the truth and I promise you this: I ain’t
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country man. And he said, Tell the truth,” and I’ve tried to do that in
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Koebel many, many chances to tell the truth and to avoid destroying himself.
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officer can swear to tell the truth and then lie for political
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colleagues are frightened to tell the truth and say how appalingly they’ve been
write about it, you should tell the truth-and the whole truth. Bishop Wright
cursed with this capacity to tell the truth. And, as we all know about people
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blamed, where it’s safe to tell the truth and not have to lie, and it’s a
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had a duty to the public to tell the truth and act in the interests of the
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me. And I’d rather have you tell the truth and stay.” <p> It was my particular
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use their wealth/power to tell the truth and challenge the origins of this
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politicians. We need to tell the truth and to be seen to be telling the th
that forced villains to tell the truth. And aren’t comic strips where the
ground of er well you must tell the truth. And I think with Chris w+ that’s
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how important it is to tell the truth and then ask you to tell the
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Harry Truman. `I’m just telling the truth and he thinks it’s hell.” The
could not believe she was telling the truth and sent her to Third Army
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are convinced he is telling the truth, and I don’t know how to convince
the power that comes from telling the truth and facing reality. Pouring
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that Mr Abdullah is telling the truth and that Indonesian army units are
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you don’t know when he’s telling the truth and then probably after I have
happened. He or she is telling the truth, and the idea of truth-telling is
I believe the girl was telling the truth and that there was no logical
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politicians, who are not telling the truth, and the Aborigines, who seem to be
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last election is please tell us the truth. And that’s exactly what I intend I
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the light of what he thought was the truth, and this is what he represented in
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Jeff Davis’s gold. Out with the truth and you shall have this.` He drew t
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Well, you’re `economical with the truth” and only lie about small things. w
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he should be confronted with the truth and it is the responsibility of the
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it can coexist with living within the truth, and therefore everyone who steps t
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say to him when he’s telling you the truth and you don’t like it.” Her eyes
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be over and the Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s work done, but in b
writing about the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, www. truth. org. za

142

Desmond Tutu’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission yesterday, amid
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term. In his push for national reconciliation and a power base of his own, Mr
vote Yes to peace, stability and reconciliation and a decisive No to violence

3

party committed to racial reconciliation and a mixed economy. Chief

4

with a homily on the need for reconciliation and a warning that `the masses

5
6
7

o

understanding of the need for reconciliation and a new focus for national
promote the umma, advocating the reconciliation and acceptance of various
to fostering co-operation, reconciliation and agreement in Ireland at all

8

Council, Australians” for Reconciliation and all other parties involved

9

of mateship and Aboriginal reconciliation and also allowed him to respond

10

to achieve? Is there a way of reconciliation and an end to all this?

resol
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11

spoke of the need for peace and reconciliation and asked the two men to

ll

12

Australians for Native Title and Reconciliation and become an ANTAR volunteer;

13

both sides supporting national reconciliation and both agreeing on the need

14
15
16
17
18

leaders for the purpose of reconciliation and broadening the space for pu
West, who tend to mix peace and reconciliation and brotherhood and warmth and
s prime minister, `the tide of reconciliation and co-operation flowing
week in relation to an apology, reconciliation and compensation -- as

just

appropr

Yon Hyong-Muk, called for reconciliation and compromise and said he

Nor

19

that those who want to prevent reconciliation and compromise have plenty of

20

situations. We have learned that reconciliation and conflict- resolution are key

21

century held such promise of reconciliation and cooperation. But whilst

22
23

might at least prompt national reconciliation and deter future abuses. Yet in

24

John M. Perkins Foundation for Reconciliation and Development; Dr. Luther

25

to assist the region’s political reconciliation and economic reconstruction.

26

began drafting an agreement on reconciliation and exchanges. UN inspectors

27

i

the present-day context of reconciliation and detente. Since 1947, India
a

Mr Smith said: `He wanted a reconciliation and expressed loving Some month

28

the twin responsibilities for reconciliation and for justice. The

29

we have: to work together for reconciliation and for peace. <xr> 8043 </xr>

30
31
32
33

the proc

the church as a centre for reconciliation and for research into the role
he presents an eloquent case for reconciliation and for what he calls `

makin

the process of reconstruction. Reconciliation and forgiveness cannot be more
would be the ultimate symbol of reconciliation and forgiveness,” said Peter pe

34

follow the biblical teachings of reconciliation and forgiveness. Pinky

35

than he would lapse into talk of reconciliation and forgiveness. It was that po

36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

ditches her obvious hopes of a reconciliation and gets the courts to

o
the gl

I came to spread the message of reconciliation and goodwill.” <p> LEBANESE
at war, had signed a treaty of reconciliation and had agreed to clear the s f
Balkan summit that democracy, reconciliation and hard work were the way

s

anticipates a future of reconciliation and harmony with such clarity
appealed Sri Lankans to work for reconciliation and harmony. I encourage the
and Mr Mandelson had another reconciliation and have met several times this
Australians for Anti-Racism and Reconciliation and have arranged Queensland’s

44

is really a prerequisite of reconciliation and he questions whether

45

down to the beach to try for a reconciliation and he rejected you, so you

46

the
ex

I hope this will be a time of reconciliation and healing.” September 24: `I

47

the ultimate goals of justice, reconciliation and healing. <p> In the light

48

be a brief symbolic gesture of reconciliation and held out my arms to her. to

49
50
51

of the policy of national reconciliation and, hence, the settlement of
was due to his sense of peaceful reconciliation and his ardous struggle against
Mr Howard’s ability to achieve reconciliation and his comments are certain to

52

God is the one source of lasting reconciliation and hope for the troubled

53

fulfil some deep-seated need for reconciliation and hope. At The Pit (071-638

54

denu

political. I think it can help reconciliation and hopes and aspirations,” he

55

s head, try these: Aboriginal reconciliation and human rights. His weapon of

56

hope we can bring about some reconciliation and I hope they won’t go their

57

of disarmament and political reconciliation and I think the legacy of follo

58

it was conditional on political reconciliation and improved security. Somali

59

that point is a moment of loving reconciliation and incredible tenderness”. <p>

60

added: `Good Friday is all about reconciliation and it would seem that is the

59
61
62
63
64

nurtures the atmosphere in which reconciliation and justice become actual

pro

activities in the spirit of reconciliation and justice, and to create the
day of prayer for peace, reconciliation and justice. At Chester,

co

order to move to the process of reconciliation and justice. Then let’s put

65

s still a very long way to go in reconciliation and land rights. `But the elder

66

elder David Smallwood warned the reconciliation and land rights movements had

67

as this can be a month of loving reconciliation and laying plans for your was d

68
69

and South that could lead to reconciliation and lead to precisely the type
challenge now is to find reconciliation and meaning in these polarized

70

says Mr Tambo placed emphasis on reconciliation and moderation. THE TIMES,

71

a political settlement, national reconciliation and multi-party elections.

de

72

is progrees towards national reconciliation and multi-party elections, he s

73

develop the site to encourage `reconciliation and mutual understanding on the

74
75

of cooperation based on reconciliation and mutual trust to pave the
together in the beginnings of reconciliation and mutual understanding. Adam

76

the hungry followed by national reconciliation and national reconstruction. It

77

say `Yes to peace, stability and reconciliation and No to violence, vote Yes to

78
79
80

the two nations just signed a reconciliation and non-aggression pact. I

spo

North and South Korea signed a reconciliation and non-aggression agreement is
people, will hopefully encourage reconciliation and not recrimination.” <p>

81

chapter in the process of reconciliation and of constitutional reform.

82

The St Ethelburga Centre for Reconciliation and Peace is the subject of The

83
84
85
86
87
88

to come to you in a spirit of reconciliation and peace and saying We want to
making the proposed centre for reconciliation and peace the subject of your
North or a joint declaration of reconciliation and peace as the South has to h
with Project Children, promoting reconciliation and peace between Catholic and
prayer -- a symbol of hope for reconciliation and peace in the new

Catholic

it expresses a feeling of reconciliation and peace that is a small

89

which is to become a centre for reconciliation and peace. St Ethelburga’s was

90

for the St Ethelburga Centre for Reconciliation and Peace. The total raised for

91
92
93
94
95

Awards was a major step toward reconciliation and perhaps a new album.

soci

is an overwhelming sense of reconciliation and plan relief. After all, it
Albanians. Now they are making reconciliation and political accommodation

a

to succeed in bringing national reconciliation and prosperity to Nicaragua -in a dialogue that could lead to reconciliation and putting in place the type

96

Nazism the mood has been one of reconciliation and reassurance about the

97

nightmare. He spoke of justice, reconciliation and rebirth: `Having won the

work
t

98

worked in concert with current reconciliation and reconstruction efforts in

99

extension of the saving work of reconciliation and redemption to the souls in

100

provide a real opportunity for reconciliation and relationship closure

obst

101

to assist in this process of reconciliation and remains in touch with all

102

be, and this must be, a time of reconciliation and renewal for America,” Mr po

103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110

his twin aims of Aboriginal reconciliation and republican status, it would
impossibility of an equitable reconciliation and resolution of the cultural
conflict must be resolved by reconciliation and respect for human dignity,
just peace, but also democracy, reconciliation and respect for human rights.
Group now patrols, unarmed. Reconciliation and restoration are taking
to help Lebanon achieve national reconciliation and restore stability.

require

obstacle to Shi # ah and Sunni reconciliation and reunification. In addition,
formed Council for National Reconciliation and Salvation -- delivered the

60
111
112
113

appropriate immigration policy, reconciliation and sensible conservation, but
blow to his policy of national reconciliation and show the extent of hatred
be a time for mature reflection, reconciliation and sober judgments. However

114

for her work toward racial reconciliation and social justice. Menchu fled

115
116

taking a position on both reconciliation and sport, but in 1998, if you’
public health system, Aboriginal reconciliation and sustained economic growth

117

required in Romanian society is reconciliation and that without such will co-o

118

insists there’s no chance of a reconciliation and that Mark really is the add

119
120
121
122

can provide a basis for reconciliation and the restoration of trust in
Yeltsin’s desire for political reconciliation and the delicate political
young people for republicanism, reconciliation and the environment, and

Bal

need for an Australian identity, reconciliation and the importance of having

123

towards peace and national reconciliation and the start to a direct

124

out the policy of national reconciliation and the international community

125

the

climax with the lovers’ reconciliation and the discovery of the son he

126

of Goma’s earlier call for reconciliation and the regime’s closeness to

127

as negotiation, mediation, reconciliation and thelike are to be found in

128

here. Roger’s talking about reconciliation and then sticking up two

129

and organise a dialogue for reconciliation and then you can conduct the s

130

be, a

in the spirit of national reconciliation and therefore we want to leave

131

case you will both need time for reconciliation and this may be impossible to

132

Rafsanjani’s muted overtures for reconciliation and tightens the screw on

133

of being an obstacle to national reconciliation and to good relations with Chad

and

134

move is necessary for national reconciliation and to help the nation’s Iraqi

135

English as an opportunity for a reconciliation and to rejoice in the fact that

136

the momentum for peace and reconciliation and to help overcome the

137

century was clear. A policy of reconciliation and trust in imperial Germany

138
139

rub

representing `a journey of reconciliation and trust,” will visit the be a
any aspect of the U.S. GAAP reconciliation and U.S. GAAP differences that

140

Iraqi stance and by the need for reconciliation and understanding if the Arab

141

resolution to bring about the `reconciliation and understanding” between

Eng

142

resolution to bring about the `reconciliation and understanding” between

re

143

in the healing process, in the reconciliation and unification of the country,

144

Schutz began praying for reconciliation and unity with a small group of

145

and without the national reconciliation and unity we cannot survive as

146

He was conciliatory, called for reconciliation and unity, and promised to

147

the second world war, to foster reconciliation and unity. <h> Monarch gets his

148

people, we ... ought to practise reconciliation and we ought to bring our

149

in our country ought to practise reconciliation and we ought to bring our

be
Alb

150

for the idea of a day of reconciliation and when asked about it in than

151

the central dramatic idea of reconciliation and wholeness. The musical with

152

conversations about politics, reconciliation and Wik with my family and Aust

153

is meant to bring about national reconciliation and, with the United Nations,

154

will co-operate urgently to seek reconciliation and work together for of being
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1 would rebel and fight for truth and justice till the end. `I’ll

motives, ambi

2 hen be at an end and that truth and justice would finally prevail.
3

happen whic

he is determined to seek truth and justice concerning human rights human rights

4 est until `the truth comes out” and justice is done. My

still mourn our loved o

5 iling to pursue objective truth and justice in the Dail and by

and dought

6 n equation that could pit truth and justice against social peace:

side insists

7 her and I acknowledge the truth and justice of all your words. I am
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than

possible. I believe that truth and justice will prevail and with

not the great

9 at ponytailed defender of truth and justice but a lookalike. `The

a John Bunyan

10 an figure, a champion for truth and justice and a woman who puts

and violent d

11 t death feels closer than truth and justice in this New York police personality
12 boy crusader for truth, freedom and justice he talks of in
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13 ideals, the steady tug of truth and justice give them but time,
14 oclaiming Right, Truth, Liberty and Justice <p> confident
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malign, fix

the reign of Chris

and goodwill everywhere, truth and justice will triumph over lies

the Muses, a

16 s Nelson was a beacon for truth and justice and added: `There is a

This is J

17 issues of truth telling, equity and justice in

a softy with a secret crus

18 g he believed that indeed truth and justice had to be the basis for

greater fo

19 rce. I still believe that truth and justice will prevail, and when Stern’s poems
20 nt for myself, and I want truth and justice and peace and freedom

method by whi

21 hich the court arrived at truth and justice was adversarial: a

their own pe

22 olitical revolution--that truth and justice will prevail. In no way do not follo
23 fectively for the sake of truth and justice and to inoculate

breed insecurity,

24 t that the `principles of truth and justice proclaimed by the

and non-histor

25 em that really represents truth and justice # R. Brown, Grange.
26 s investigation will come truth and justice and that no family will
27 -class sleuth who pursued truth and justice across the airwaves

not only `

out of this in

28 en he meets the Loughgall Truth and Justice Campaign.” <pg> 012

that it help

29 ter-of-fact violations of truth and justice that demonstrate the

this upper-cl

30 n the plane, said: `Until truth and justice come out I don’t want attempting to
31 at last was a cause whose truth and justice could not be denied.

My sin was th

32 y appears to confirm that truth and justice are entirely separate

suffered and

33 r all to see. But truth, honour and justice are concepts

to take the `hard op

34 he `hard option” so that `truth and justice can be secured”. While

he traced hi

35 of healing until there is truth and justice about Chile. The eight

brother t

36 Graham Bell) or upholding truth and justice (Young Mr Lincoln). <p>

she had a

37 the families were seeking truth and justice and not vengeance. `
38 moves will be to set up a Truth and Justice Commission to

Wray, said the

the past, caped crusa

39 the families were seeking truth and justice and not vengeance. `

any kind of

40 ambition, `enthusiasm for truth and justice”, personal hatred or
41

that are n

groups were calling for `truth and justice” to be done, and called

42 in accordance with Islam, truth and justice”; it was a stark
43 nately - about truth and beauty and justice”. One

the empire of heaven, that is

44 ity, that angelic love of truth and justice, and assurance that the
45

to build

process, our aim

politics, rather than of truth and justice, two arguments against
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46 e> FOR all the talk about truth and justice, it was cold commercial
47 y to another in search of truth and justice, the city’s winding,
48 n of Christ, the reign of truth and justice, the reign of love and
49 itary rulers. <p> Without truth and justice,” she said, `there
50 nt is that money corrupts truth and justice, why hasn’t it

time he
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when

52 of heaven, that is to say truth and justice, so that the state

based on your f

53 onger fight for fairness, truth and justice. I just say, That’s

of equanimity,
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public, in opposition to truth and justice. This is a penalty that
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according to criteria of truth and justice. The free individual
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vigilant in the cause of truth and justice. She cuts through defer to the publi

57

because they believed in truth and justice. Earlier President
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our loved ones and await truth and justice. <hl> We simply wanted we renew our

a bullet, whose

59 mitment to the search for truth and justice.” Libyan secret agents
60 ice, radiating truth and honour and justice. I’m sure
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family wou

was rumoured, we know no

fixtures as permanent as truth and justice. That is not news to

62 ialogue fosters truth, freedom, and justice. I am
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64 and the female figures of Truth and Justice. But even though this
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65 r a simple case of facts, truth and justice.” Earlier this year,

in a system
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the power
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74 d me finance my fight for truth and justice.” <p> Lord Harris of

to the matter
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the planet
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his actions by
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91 not with what truth, that the Chief Justice was

faith in the ultimate trium
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93 e to establish the truth and ensure justice is done.” Mr
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money and
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140 lanet Krypton who fights for truth, justice and the American Way, cast
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a more impassioned plea for truth, justice and the American way: When
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143 enegade `still searching for truth, justice and equality.” Faklis’ he said. When
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151 han about little things like truth, justice, and breaking the law. <o>
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152 n the end, people’s love for truth, justice, freedom and <p> democracy

he

153 ty with himself as symbol of truth, justice, and the American way.” conduct of i
154 nsecurity, never arriving at truth, justice, or equilibrium, but was confident t
155 ower to recognize and act by truth, justice, and compassion. <p> This
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seek answers, explanations, truth, justice.” <pg> 10 </pg> <hl> Libel
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saying he believed that

subject to change # Truth, wisdom, justice, beauty, goodness,

held by Soverei

APPENDIX G
A key concept in the technique of the London group is the concept of
context of situation... The context of situation for Malinowski is an
ordered series of events considered in rebus.
My view was, and still is, that ‘context of situation’ is best used
as a suitable schematic construct to apply to language events, and
that it is a group of related categories at a different level from
grammatical categories, but rather of the same abstract nature.
A
context of situation for linguistic work brings into relation the
following categories:
A.

The relevant features of participants: persons, personalities.
(i)

The verbal action of the participants.

(ii)

The non-verbal action of the participants.

B.

The relevant objects.

C.

The effect of the verbal action.

(Firth, 1950, reprinted 1957)

APPENDIX H
of Part I of the Schedule to the Regulations provided that the decision of
an adjudicator would be binding on the parties until the dispute was finally
determined. The defendant alleged that the adjudicator’s decision had
breached the rules of natural justice, and was therefore not a valid
decision. The defendant’s primary submission was that the meaning of
‘decision’ within section 108(3) of the 1996 Act and paragraph 23 of Part I
of the Schedule to the Regulations was ‘a lawful and valid decision’.
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contracts on a provisional interim basis, and for requiring adjudicators’
decisions to be enforced pending the final determination of such disputes.
His Lordship noted that it was very easy to challenge a decision based on an
alleged breach of natural justice, and an unsuccessful party before the
adjudicator would need only to make such a challenge in order to prevent the
decision’s enforcement. In his Lordship’s judgment, if Parliament had
intended to qualify the word ‘decision’ in some way then that
colleagues. The Ethics and Integrity Committee has set itself up as if a
miniature court of law rather than a mere sub-committee of a political
party: it has to be chaired in private by a Queen’s Counsel, to operate
according to the norms of natural justice, and to offer its rulings subject
to appeal to a person who must have held senior judicial office. If Sir
Timothy Kitson, the former MP who first attempted to place Lord Archer
before this body, had succeeded in his bid he would have been required to
and should have made inquiries as to the existence of the report. In
those circumstances, although there was no suggestion that the inaccuracy of
the officer’s evidence had been either deliberate or fraudulent, there had
been a breach of natural justice and the proceedings had been unfair.
Although there obvious difficulties in re-opening the matter, the only new
evidence was documentary and it would be possible for the Board to consider
whether the doctor’s evidence changed the picture in the
Liberal Democrat group. David Rendel MP, Liberal Democrat local government
spokesman, called for an inquiry by the district auditor into the
allegations made by Mr Crofton and into the hearing against him. ‘The
council is in danger of breaching natural justice, and therefore an
independent inquiry should be set up, as Hackney is clearly unable to
regulate itself correctly in this matter,’ he said. Hackney said last night
that the committee was still quorate. ‘Clearly everyone’s best interests
will be
of heart. Bereaved families of those who die in custody will already
gain the consolation of the truth about their death, promptly and with care.
It will not bring their lost one back to life, but knowing the truth itself
is a step towards natural justice, and coming to terms with their loss.
Roger Graef is a filmmaker and criminologist.
Find more on the Freedom of Information bill on the Guardian network at www.
newsunlimited. co. uk <pg> 18 </pg> <hl> Analysis </hl> <subh> Monster
mania:
the inquest the coroner launched an astonishing attack on the way
police were quizzed. Dr Burton said they had been ‘subjected to three weeks
of sustained attack without the protection afforded by the criminal court
and with no pretence of natural justice and there’s nothing I could do about
it. The need to change the law to prevent this is -- to me - overwhelming.’
<hl> Tribute fit for hero pals </hl> <bl> Gary O’Shea </bl> <dt> 19 February
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2000 </dt> Here in South Lebanon, many miles from home, we
Henry’s squad of 30 for the tournament -- is ineligible for Wales
having played representative rugby for Australia’s so-called second team,
the Aussie Barbarians. Wales team manager David Pickering said: ‘We are
acting in the interests of natural justice and we want fairness to be
served. Jason wants to play for Wales.’ <hl> Shaun Connor; Rugby Union </hl>
<dt> 10 July 1999 </dt> WALES A outside-half Shaun Connor has quit Newport
and signed for arch-rivals Ebbw Vale. <hl> Sharks get Harris bite;
by the Prime Minister. Tony Blair supported the Brazilian midfielder’s
successful appeal against an earlier decision to refuse him a work permit.
Obviously, mr blair’s involvement was motivated purely out of humanitarian
concern and a desire for natural justice and was in no way connected with
the fact that Middlesbrough’s training ground is in his own Sedgefield
constituency. Even so, I’m surprised Juninho had to go through all this
unnecessary bureaucratic palaver. It would have been much simpler, and a
Zia’s Ordinance of 1984 are a black spot on the Constitution of Pakistan,
which guarantees equal rights and religious freedom to all citizens on one
hand and takes away Ahmadis rights on the other. This is an outrageous
contradiction, breach of natural justice, and violation of human rights. The
sooner these black laws are repealed the better. There cannot be peace and
harmony in Pakistan so long as these inhuman laws exist and operate and the
Ahmadis continue to be persecuted. <p> The Supreme Court Judges
<p> THE British parliament claims to be the mother of democracy, but
Britain is not even on the road to democracy, because she does not
appreciate reforms. <p> Britain does not have a written constitution. People
don’t have an access to the natural justice and information about their own
lives. Authorities jealously guard such information until a rich or strong
individual’s rights are abused. They then force the government to change the
law as happened when a group of lifers appealed to the courts to
THE British Parliament claims to be the mother of democracy,
but Britain is not even on the road to democracy, because she does not
appreciate reforms. Britain does not have a written constitution. People
don’t have an access to the natural justice and information about their own
lives. Authorities jealously guard such information until a rich or strong
individual’s rights are abused. The then force the government to change the
law as happened when a group of lifers, appealed to the courts to
s ordinance of 1984 are a black spot on the Constitution of Pakistan, which
guarantees equal rights and religious freedom to all citizens on the one
hand and takes away Ahmadis rights on the other. This is an outrageous
contradiction, breach of natural justice, and violation of human rights. The
sooner these black laws are repealed the better. There cannot be peace and
harmony in Pakistan so long as these inhuman laws exist and operate and the
Ahmadis continue to be persecuted. <p> The Supreme Court Judges
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officers all having assumed that someone else had cautioned the prisoner. In
his summing up, Gilbert described the police case as a `disgraceful example
of a police force under enormous pressure to produce a culprit, violating
both the rules of natural justice and my client’s civil rights”. He added:
`There is not, and there never was, enough evidence to arrest my client, let
alone charge him and send him for trial. An obviously innocent man, who is
also a vulnerable person, has been arrested, assaulted,
and now found the wall units were cracking and they were unsaleable. In the
country as a whole, there were 4500 such homes, some owner- occupied, some
tenanted and the government could not abnegate responsibility for the
defects. She demanded `natural justice, and no less”. The Housing Minister
responsible, Sir George Young, an agreeable Tory `wet”, was wisely
sympathetic and promised help. It came five months later, only a week after
she was reconfirmed as a member of the Chairmen’s Panel (still one of
elected politicians and their officials. <p> Often for the initiating
power to reject the rights of workers or the opposing group - is to reject a
whole range of ethical values <p> freedoms of speech and rights to
information civil liberties, natural justice and equal opportunity public
vilification of the selfish and exploitative exploitation of the environment
to the detriment of the world <p> The earth-friend protestor dug into a
badger set to delay civil engineers clearing trees for the Newbury bythe power of any mortal to erase or obscure. Well before the Declaration of
Independence, Americans recognized inalienable rights, although not being
philosophers they did not distinguish among them, regarding them all as in
accord with reason, natural justice, and moral rectitude. <p> The framers of
the state and federal constitutions conceded the desirability of prefatory
statements delineating those rights. They agreed with Thomas mckean of
Pennsylvania that such proclamations, though unnecessary, could
Herscu is again trying to have his parole period reduced in a bid to travel
overseas to help his son in a civil litigation case. <p> The former
millionaire, jailed for official corruption, claims the Corrective Services
Commission has denied him natural justice and has taken irrelevant material
into account when refusing his application for a parole reduction for the
second time. <p> Supreme Court Justice Des Derrington yesterday ordered ‘s
application for a judicial review of the Corrective Services
of the Department of Administrative Services, had already decided the plan
for the old naval stores was to be rejected. <p> Yet it said that in a
letter dated July 17, 1991, the Government gave JL Holdings `the facade that
it was being afforded natural justice and a reasonable opportunity for due
consideration to be given to any submission”. The claim said the evidence
for Mr Goss’s position in May 1991 was a memo from Mr Rudd to then Acting
Premier Tom Burns. <p> It said Mr Rudd’s memo also indicated Mr
Australia’s, entanglement in Vietnam was the worst idea they’d heard
in their short lives, lives they were not prepared to put on the line in its
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defence. Most of them believed that the Bjelke-Petersen government was
oppressive, blind to natural justice, and mad around the edges. They also
believed some of his cops, and his cops they were, were bent. And, at least
within the ABC, they came to believe that change for the better might, just
might, be achieved if the governments of the day were
today. Two board members, Anne English and Grahame Denovan, took legal
action to stall the recommendation before it was formally endorsed.
Barrister Marshall Cooke, QC, representing the pair, argued their removal
from the board was `contrary to natural justice” and they were given no
reason for their dismissal.But Justice J.W.B. Helman yesterday ruled against
the application, saying that the Minister’s decision could not be
`challenged, appealed, quashed, set aside or called into question” under
existing
today. Two board members, Anne English and Grahame Denovan, took legal
action to stall the recommendation before it was formally endorsed.
Barrister Marshall Cooke, QC, representing the pair, argued their removal
from the board was `contrary to natural justice” and they were given no
reason for their dismissal. `The Primary Industries Minister has given no
reason (for dismissal) to the members of the board nor has he given them any
opportunity to be heard,” he said. Mr Cooke said no one had complained to
being inquired into. As Dunne told the committee: `To have the same
officer then review the findings and recommendations of such an inquiry,
when the findings might have been critical of his own prior role, defies
both common sense and natural justice.” And so it does. Witness after
witness to the parliamentary committee made the same point in theoretical
terms; Dunne offered a tragically practical example. Under the existing
Defence Inquiry Regulations, the Minister of Defence has the power to
to Mr Barratt’s termination. The judge also ordered that Mr Barratt
be provided with a statement of the issues relating to the termination by
Monday morning. `It would be helpful to know whether they are asserting we
are not entitled to natural justice, and also whether there are other
matters or other grounds that are available to the Commonwealth that we are
not aware of,” Mr Ellicott said. When Mr Ellicott raised the question of the
issues and the Government’s attitude, Mr Hughes quipped: `Stop
to be the answer for which Hughes was looking. It might also turn out
to be the question on which the case turns. It is also possible that Barratt
might win the action on the `natural justice” argument, only for the
Government to give him `natural justice” and then sack him. But that would
send a chilling message to other department secretaries. Barratt’s slow,
thoughtful replies to questions also give a hint of why his relationship
with Moore was troubled. Moore, a successful businessman and
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sale has been put back until after the award of a ±1 billion-plus tanks order from Greece,
which is expected within the next few months and could go to either Vickers or Krauss Maffei of
Germany. Bidders for the tanks business are rumoured to include Carlyle Group, the US private
equity firm set up by James Baker, former US Secretary of State, and Alvis, the UK armoured
vehicles group. Rheinmetall, the German group, is also thought of as a suitor. The division is
expected to fetch up to ±100 million.
of financial trading systems. He was director of IBM’s financial markets business in the
Americas and helped to set up its risk management business in London. Tim Jackson, founder of
QXL.com, an online auction service, and now managing director of Carlyle Group, a venture
capital company, has joined the board of nameplanet.com, an e-mail and website hosting service.
eloyalty, a developer of systems to support sales and logistics, has recruited Chris Lamberton
as vice-president of its CRM business. He
position,” a spokeswoman said. <p> Nigel Hawkins, analyst at Williams de Broe, said a decision
by C&W to spend its entire cash pile on acquisitions would be greeted poorly by shareholders.
C&W shares fell 6p to 437 1/2p. <hl> Major takes Carlyle post;Carlyle Group </hl> <bl> Chris
Ayres in New York </bl> <dt> 15 May 2001 </dt> <p> JOHN MAJOR, the former Prime Minister, was
yesterday appointed European chairman of Carlyle Group, the US investment firm. Mr Major, who
resigned as Conservative Party leader
poorly by shareholders. C&W shares fell 6p to 437 1/2p. <hl> Major takes Carlyle post;Carlyle
Group </hl> <bl> Chris Ayres in New York </bl> <dt> 15 May 2001 </dt> <p> JOHN MAJOR, the former
Prime Minister, was yesterday appointed European chairman of Carlyle Group, the US investment
firm. Mr Major, who resigned as Conservative Party leader after its catastrophic defeat at the
1997 general election, is the group’s first European chairman. <p> The Carlyle board includes
James Baker, the former US Secretary
<bl> Chris Ayres </bl> <dt> 26 May 2001 </dt> <p> IT ALL seemed very low key. The press
release that juddered through The Times’s fax machine on May 14 said that John Major, the former
Prime Minister, had been appointed European chairman of the Carlyle Group, an anonymous sounding
US investment house. <p> There was no mention of Carlyle’s other prominent employees, its
relationship with Saudi Arabia’s royal family, or its involvement in a $12 billion (Pounds 8.3
billion) arms contract with the US
Ayres in New York </bl> <dt> 29 May 2001 </dt> <p> JOHN MAJOR, the former Prime Minister, has
become a senior adviser to Credit Suisse First Boston. <p> The part-time role, to be confirmed
today, comes less than a fortnight after Mr Major joined The Carlyle Group, the well-connected
US investment company, as its European chairman. <p> CSFB hopes Mr Major, an executive with
Standard Chartered before his long political career, will help the investment bank to attract
new clients and advise existing
her ownership of Nirvana’s back catalogue `makes me the president of Geffen”. She adds: `I
love fighting. I wake up every day rich. I’m this weird ex-stripper-junkie, and I don’t give a s
# If I don’t do this, who can?” A good lawyer, perhaps? <hl> Carlyle Group;Wall Street
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Diary;Analysis </hl> <bl> Chris Ayres </bl> <dt> 31 May 2001 </dt> <p> More news on Carlyle
Group, the scarily powerful Washington investment house whose employees include George Bush Sr
and John Major. <p> Carlyle is already under
I wake up every day rich. I’m this weird ex-stripper-junkie, and I don’t give a s # If I don’t
do this, who can?” A good lawyer, perhaps? <hl> Carlyle Group;Wall Street Diary;Analysis </hl>
<bl> Chris Ayres </bl> <dt> 31 May 2001 </dt> <p> More news on Carlyle Group, the scarily
powerful Washington investment house whose employees include George Bush Sr and John Major. <p>
Carlyle
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fire

for

employing
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President’s

father

while

investing

in

politically sensitive industries such as defence
a presidential historian. `If Bush is open in relying on his father, it tends to reinforce
the doubts that people have about his own fitness for the job.” <p> Complicating the issue is
the elder Bush’s current role as a globe-trotting adviser to the Carlyle Group, a $12 billion
investment consortium that employs several prominent politicians -among them the former prime
minister

John

Major.

<p>
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for

talks

with

businesses; any suggestion that the former
providing
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for

hosting

other
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Internet

equipment

-

against operators such as the quoted Tele-City and Redbus Interhouse. <p> In May digiplex raised
55 million (Pounds 34 million) from existing investors, including Carlyle Group and Providence
Equity Partners. It has six other data centres, and 382 million in debt and equity financing to
build centres across Europe. <hl> BAA sees recovery in traffic through airports </hl> <bl>
Angela Jameson </bl> <dt> 13 July 2001
The late Salim bin Laden used a broker who invested money in Arbusto Energy, an oil company
started by George W Bush. <p> The family could even be an unexpected beneficiary of the American
military build-up against Afghanistan: it has invested in a fund established by the Carlyle
Group, a Washington merchant bank that specialises in buyouts of companies involved in defence
and aerospace. <p> Tariq, who owns a chain of pharmacies, once told Carter, the chronicler of
the family’s business success: `Mr John, if you get me a good
a 4 per cent decline in revenue. <p> Commentary, page 29 <hl> Bin Laden family to end ties
to Carlyle </hl> <bl> Chris Ayres in New York </bl> <dt> 23 October 2001 </dt> <p> The family of
Osama bin Laden is close to ending its relationship with the Carlyle Group, the US investment
group backed by George Bush Sr, the former President, and John Major, the former Prime Minister.
<p> It is understood that Carlyle Group and the Saudi Binladin Group, the Middle Eastern
conglomerate owned by the family of bin
2001 </dt> <p> The family of Osama bin Laden is close to ending its relationship with the
Carlyle Group, the US investment group backed by George Bush Sr, the former President, and John
Major, the former Prime Minister. <p> It is understood that Carlyle Group and the Saudi Binladin
Group, the Middle Eastern conglomerate owned by the family of bin Laden, have decided to part
company by `mutual consent”. <p> The end of the relationship comes in spite of the fact that
Osama bin Laden, the terrorist
Diary </hl> <bl> Martin Waller </bl> <dt> 05 November 1999 </dt> SIGNS of Anglo-French detente
at the highest level: John Major is one of the more unlikely saviours of Le Figaro, the debtplagued French daily newspaper. A deal has just gone through for Carlyle Group, an American
investment fund run by Frank Carlucci, Ronald Reagan’s Defence Secretary, to take a 20 per cent
stake. Major is on Carlyle’s European advisory board, as it happens, charged with helping with
such European deals. Le Figaro is the
</xr> <hl> Taking aim </hl> <dt> 07 November 1999 </dt> Photograph) --TAKING AIM ... Sir
Colin Chandler, whose Vickers group has just been taken over by Rolls-Royce, may head a buyout
of its tanks arm, maker of the Challenger 2, backed by America’s Carlyle Group. Britain’s Alvis
is making a rival bid...Story, page 3 <xr> 9141 </xr> <hl> Break-up bid for National Power;
Takeover </hl> <bl> Andrew Lorenz </bl> <dt> 07 November 1999 </dt> A CONSORTIUM designed to
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launch a ±6.5billion break-up bid for
favourite to buy Vickers Defence Systems, thereby consolidating the previously fragmented
British armouredvehicle industry into a single hand. Alvis will be supported by GKN, the
diversified industrial giant that holds 29.9% of its equity. But the Carlyle Group, the American
private equity firm, has emerged as a likely rival bidder. Carlyle was founded by James Baker,
American secretary of state during the Bush presidency, and numbers John Major and Lord Howe,
the former foreign secretary, among its
main rival. The deal with Giat is the outcome of a year-long search by Sir Colin Chandler, chief
executive of Vickers, for a partner in the armoured vehicles industry. Vickers also considered a
link-up with Rheinmetall, a German rival, and the US-based Carlyle group. European governments
have been pressing for consolidation in the armoured vehicles industry because of declining
orders and a serious problem of over capacity. While around 20 manufacturers make the vehicles,
only a handful of governments are
demonstrated by John Major’s entry which has quadrupled in the past year. He is now chairman
of the European advisory board of the Emerson Electric Company, based in St Louis in the United
States, and is a member of the European advisory board of the Carlyle Group, based in Washington
DC. His business commitments meant that Mr Major paid nine visits to the US last year. He paid
three visits to France and also visited South Africa and Singapore. Jack Cunningham, the Cabinet
`enforcer”, reinforces his
directorships also include being deputy chairman of British American Tobacco for Pounds
100,000 a year. <p> Then there’s his old Cabinet colleague, former Premier John Major. Last week
Mr Major was appointed European chairman of US investment firm Carlyle Group. <p> The Pounds 9
billion firm-which invests in start-up companies worldwide refused to disclose how much he was
getting. But the top Tory is already a non-executive director of The Mayflower Group-the UK’s
leading manufacturer of buses. He
under your supervision. <p> 4. It is the passenger’s responsibility to satisfy HM Customs
that all purchases are for personal use. <hl> Hot chick lecher is e-nailed;Sun City; </hl> <bl>
Edited by Ian King </bl> <dt> 31 May 2001 </dt> <p> A LECHER at CARLYLE GROUP, where ex-PM John
Major is European chairman, has quit after an mucky email he sent to pals went public. <p> New
employee Peter Chung was sent to Korea by the the US-based investment company. <p> And in the
email to New York chums he boasted he
clearing house for these transactions. They may also eventually sell the shares to third
parties, but the outside investors who own the remaining 60% of Coldwell Banker have the right
to first refusal. Those outside investors in Coldwell Banker include Carlyle Group, a closely
held

Washington,

D.C.,

merchant

banking

firm

whose

co-chairman

is

Frank

Carlucci,

former

secretary of defense; Frederic V. Malek, senior adviser to Carlyle Group; Mellon Family Trust of
Pittsburgh; Westinghouse Credit Corp., the
the right to first refusal. Those outside investors in Coldwell Banker include Carlyle Group, a
closely held Washington, D.C., merchant banking firm whose co-chairman is Frank Carlucci, former
secretary of defense; Frederic V. Malek, senior adviser to Carlyle Group; Mellon Family Trust of
Pittsburgh;
Westinghouse Credit Corp., the financial services unit of Westinghouse Electric Corp.; Bankers
Trust Co., a unit of Bankers Trust New York Corp.; and a group of Japanese investors represented
by the
this telecommunications company’s board, filling the vacancy created by the death of William
Sobey last May. Mr. Carlucci, 59 years old, served as defense secretary in the Reagan
administration. In January, he accepted the position of vice chairman of Carlyle Group, a
merchant banking concern. <p> <hl> Who’s News: Shearson Lehman Hutton Inc. </hl> <p> SHEARSON
LEHMAN HUTTON Inc.Thomas E. Meador, 42 years old, was named president and chief operating
officer of Balcor Co., a Skokie, Ill., subsidiary of this
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of US farmers. Australia does not subsidize its wheat farmers and has protested US plans to
sell wheat to 28 nations under its export enhancement program. <p> Carl Kasell, newscaster:
General Dynamics has agreed to sell its electronics division to the Carlyle Group Investment
Bankers. The price tag comes to less than $100 million. Carlyle says the deal should be closed
by the end of November. The division produces electronics used on weapons that has annual
revenues of $300 million. The division employs 2,
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it was my show. He is nice. <p> Good Friday, 15 April} Since I’ve lived at Park

2

Emeric Pressburger) 21 The Long Good Friday (1980, J. Mackenzie) 22 The

3

to g

claims she saw the stigmata on Good Friday 1981, when a relative of Ampara let

4

Nearly four years earlier, on Good Friday 1989, the Exxon Valdez ripped open

5

</pg> <hl> Letter </hl> <subh> Good Friday: a suggestion </subh> <bl> By ROBIN

6

taking in the Axe Edge climb on Good Friday. A field of just over 100 had to s

7

rule and a review of the entire Good Friday accord all but inevitable. Tony

8
9
10

th

Sunday and, when it does, the Good Friday accord will enter a new and the ins
centred on the landmark `Good Friday” accord reached last April. But it
was `in breach” of the 1998 Good Friday accord which has been endangered by

11

ended his 11-week review of the Good Friday accord and left Northern Ireland

12

IRA-linked Sinn Fein party. The Good Friday accord anticipated that Northern └t

13

to prevent the collapse of the Good Friday accord, but if hopes of that

r

14

was sent off at Old Trafford on Good Friday after a double booking. And Anfield

15

Gloria, which is the day after Good Friday after the--the Friday that Christ

16

because by implementing the Good Friday Agreement violence like this will

17

the first anniversary of the Good Friday Agreement rapidly approaching and

18
19
20

of negotiations on last year’s Good Friday Agreement complaining that the

awa

either side defaults, the whole Good Friday Agreement could collapse. There is
paramilitaries since the Good Friday Agreement was signed, but nobody so

21

minimal interpretation of the Good Friday Agreement favoured by Frank Murphy

22

awards. THE PROCESS April 1998 Good Friday Agreement signed. Two Catholic men

23
24
25
26
27
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31

the peace process, and the Good Friday Agreement was signed weeks later.
That is clear, and the Good Friday agreement proves it. At the same
Fein at today’s review of the Good Friday Agreement in a critical bid to

ob

list to mark the historic Good Friday Agreement ran into trouble when it
Mitchell yesterday said the Good Friday agreement was NOT beyond hope. The
Ireland. On one reading of the Good Friday Agreement Sinn Fein are

to be f

to be freed early under the Good Friday Agreement when he was released from
to support the opponents of the Good Friday Agreement and to raise money for
of peace in Northern Ireland, Good Friday agreement or no Good Friday Ireland
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<date> 19990413 </date> THE Good Friday Agreement opened a new period of

33

THE resounding Yes vote in the Good Friday Agreement referendum illustrates

34

of arms was a condition of the Good Friday agreement brokered by Mr Blair more

35

to budge. That would bring the Good Friday Agreement closer to collapse than
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Adams above all who needs the Good Friday Agreement to survive. As the

for

Unionists of reneging on the Good Friday Agreement following the suspension
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terrorist freed under the Good Friday Agreement was sent back to jail yea
page 17 <pg> 7 </pg> <hl> The Good Friday agreement </hl> <subh> Can Blair
and gun battles are over. The Good Friday Agreement has been signed. Children
judgment in continuing to back Good Friday Agreement while punishment ` said:
who know the success of the Good Friday Agreement depends on Mr Trimble’s
Government was conned under the Good Friday agreement into the biggest mass of
bent on destroying the Good Friday Agreement carried out the attack.
early from jail under the Good Friday Agreement has revealed how the UDA

46

and tenacity as broker of the Good Friday agreement and dedication to the

47

movement together; selling the Good Friday Agreement was easy by comparison.

48

sensitivities involved, but the Good Friday Agreement indicates ex-prisoners

49

year ago under the terms of the Good Friday Agreement he said he had dedicated
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appear to be in breach of the Good Friday agreement and could persuade Mowlam
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peace: Will Northern Ireland’s Good Friday agreement unravel? BELFAST </subh>
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unionists who anathematise the Good Friday agreement and long to unseat him.
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<p> The description of the Good Friday agreement as `Sunningdale for slow
review of the working of the Good Friday agreement in the absence of any
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list as a result of the Good Friday agreement and recently added the
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to exclude Sinn Fein. The Good Friday Agreement also created a gigantic
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are at best lukewarm on the Good Friday agreement and Trimble’s leadership.
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the honours for last year’s Good Friday agreement concerning the future of
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there has been under the Good Friday agreement and it is remarkable how
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says it never signed up to the Good Friday agreement and is not bound by it. G
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just before the signing of the Good Friday agreement in April 1998 they are
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expect this as a right. The Good Friday agreement makes no specific mention
the decommissioning part of the Good Friday agreement must be upheld.” <p> He
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and comfortably endorsed the Good Friday agreement in 1998. An Irish News
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of Mr Trimble and Mr Adams. The Good Friday agreement was made possible by Mo M
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Mo Mowlam could explain why the Good Friday agreement did not link the film dir
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September 1999 </dt> Since the Good Friday agreement was signed a year and a E
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was the crucial broker for the Good Friday agreement in April 1998. Mitchell
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the full implementation of the Good Friday Agreement to proceed.” <hl> Pension
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Mr Blair still regarded the Good Friday agreement as the best way forward.
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to give those opposed to the Good Friday agreement in the Northern Ireland e
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DUP, who, like him, oppose the Good Friday agreement, to stand aside but
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political prizes from the Good Friday Agreement, the IRA could return to
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Foster, who is opposed to the Good Friday agreement, and David Burnside, the
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firmly within the terms of the Good Friday agreement, which we felt could
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s proposals to rescue the Good Friday agreement, is expected to recommend
something besides crucify the Good Friday Agreement, he will push David

talk
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that they are in favour of the Good Friday agreement, will at long last
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talks which led to last year’s Good Friday Agreement, in an attempt to resolve
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time

<p> But under the terms of the Good Friday Agreement, the main parties now
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said: `Since the signing of the Good Friday Agreement, I have been critical of
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he continued to support the Good Friday agreement, but he accused the
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said in reference to the Good Friday agreement, `but I am offering the
from jail early under the Good Friday agreement. Over 1,000 of the ±10
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after being released under the Good Friday Agreement. <p> From Maghaberry 1998
1998 referendum that passed the Good Friday Agreement. <p> But the defiant
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to proposals for saving the Good Friday Agreement. <p> After a meeting of
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in danger of reinventing the Good Friday Agreement. <p> Mr Adams also
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there to be ANY hope for the Good Friday Agreement. <p> Ulster Unionist

to
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the full implementation of the Good Friday Agreement.” Senator Mitchell will
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and outside the terms of the Good Friday Agreement. He said it would make
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who stood squarely behind the Good Friday Agreement. We must now go forward
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over implementation of the Good Friday agreement. No breakthrough was
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to be released early under the Good Friday Agreement. But the use of steroids,
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of stalling on implementing the Good Friday agreement. Dissidents on both sides
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a review of the workings of the Good Friday Agreement. Mr Blair and his Irish
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would succeed in saving the Good Friday agreement. But the raw emotion of
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since the signing of the Good Friday agreement. It appears all the
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on deficiencies in the Good Friday agreement. Irish Premier Bertie
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the past year to broker the Good Friday Agreement. There were cheers too
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release under the terms of the Good Friday Agreement. The SRC’s joint chairmen
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obstacles to implementing the Good Friday Agreement.” The Senator, who has
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was `not compatible” with the Good Friday Agreement. He also infuriated Sinn
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determine the future of the Good Friday agreement. `The kid gloves are
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Unionists to rally behind the Good Friday Agreement.” Mr Sejersted repeated
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in accordance with the Good Friday agreement. The British Government
way through to implementing the Good Friday agreement. All sides said they
republicans opposed to the Good Friday agreement. In her interview last
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time since the signing of the Good Friday agreement. Potentially there is a
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changes envisaged by the Good Friday Agreement. Those accords stand as
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proposals to rescue the Good Friday agreement. Both Governments and all
institutions set up under the Good Friday agreement. They demanded a
uncovered within a year of the Good Friday agreement. The American prosecutor
the institutions created by the Good Friday agreement. This is a step which
divide or revitalise the Good Friday agreement. The time for clever
up their weapons and save the Good Friday Agreement. <p> The talks in
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for release by July under the Good Friday Agreement. But Mr Justice Andreas O
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ballot box in a bid to end the Good Friday Agreement. <p> He launched his need
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needs the future offered by the Good Friday Agreement. <p> The people there
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Sundays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Good Friday and Bank Holiday Mondays, 1.30pm to
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